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Introduction to Everything 
Why so direct Jon I, mean, why speak so directly? -  it all seems a little confronting? 

Timing - I may already be too late. 

Preamble 
Once again I think I need to explain something going on at the moment which demonstrates our 

society’s ability to notice and cogitative and cognitive abilities. The ABC answered some questions at 

senate estimates recently about paying the legal fees for a person who works at the ABC for their 

private court costs in a defamation case where the person - using a public messaging system (not 

owned by or related to the ABC) made public allegations against a member of parliament. The ABC is 

essentially a public service department - a minister is responsible although it does have its own 

board. 

The answer to why the ABC funded the individual’s lawyer, court and other costs was given as “we 

were advised that we (the ABC) might also be subject to a defamation case” (or words to that 

effect). 

I have noticed that no analysts seem to understand what is going on here so I will try to explain it. 

The trick to exploring these types of things is to look at many angles and use simple ideas and 

expressions and spend some time on it. i.e. check your assumptions. Give yourself time to think 

about it. It is complicated and not simple and sometimes the first reaction is to shy away from a 

more detailed examination and just “go with the flow” (as the frog slowly boils). 

So when is a public service employee allowed to speak publically about anything? 

There is a problem here because over the last few decades - as the government has become more 

totalitarian and authoritarian - it has determined that public servants cannot express themselves as 

individuals in public or PRIVATE forums - even if it is understood that although they work for a 

department, they do not speak on behalf of the department on their own time. So even if an 

employee says that they definitely do not represent their department while expression their views 

on matters related to their work - and not telling secrets and not divulging sensitive information or 

any other crime - they have been admonished and sanctioned by their departments. 

For example “I do not agree with some policy my department is implementing and here is why…”. 
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Generally - especially at senior levels - it was generally recognized - in a non-dogmatic way - that 

commenting on government or policy matters related or even NOT related to your work - even at 

general high level was not good form - even when not specifically prohibited under the public service 

Act and the official secrets Act. Spying, Agents, Bad Actors, Trust, Public Confidence, Impartiality etc. 

We get an extension to this idea which is called “whistle blowing” - which is formally making 

complaints about something going on in a public service department - usually the one you are 

working in after management refuses to do anything. 

Both whistleblowing and expressing opinions has been dogmatically tramped on for the last few 

decades to the extent we have trials in courts in Canberra against whistleblowewrs in secret and 

people are locked away in Canberra jails in secret. 

So we have this ongoing trend in totalitarianism and jumping on debate, question or discussion. (see 

18C). 

This comes from a growing corruption of the idea of public service which has progressively been 

replaced with self-centered narcissism and slavish devotion to the state (or the minister of the day) - 

in a “personal” kind of way. This comes from a growing promotion of women to senior positions 

based on their identity and promotion of others based on “causes”. At the same time John Howard 

sacked many senior public servants some decades ago to be replaced with people he considered 

“more responsive”. So the idea of the public service is now fully corrupted - replaced by self- 

centered promotion and “causes” - usually based on virtue signaling (look at me - look how good I 

am). So obviously we have growing narcissism and tyranny - not just in A.C.T. Magistrates court but 

wide spread around universities, media, public services, schools, etc. 

So that gives us some context to the thinking framework for these people. 

Now let us look at the specific answer. 

The idea that - just in case something might happen we did this. (gave money to the person in their 

personal case). 

Let us explore that a bit. Well what else might have happened? What are all the scenarios? Did they 

examine all the possibilities or just one? What conclusions did they reach and why? 

Firstly - the person - as I understand it - was asked simply to retract her public statements about the 

member of parliament - a simple retraction and apology for posting publically allegations which 

were not proven in a court nor were any charges laid.  

As I understand the person refused to apologize or retract. In other words - there was no court case, 

there were no charges laid, there was no authorized due process going to take place to determine 

whether a crime had been committed and there were no proceedings related to the allegations 

underway. There was no ongoing police investigation. Think about that for a little. What would 

taking the law into your own hands or vigilante journalism look like to you? 

This doubling down approach we see not only at the ABC - but everywhere - A.C.T. Magistrates court 

(Philip Kellow, Judicial review team, Magistrates, registrars, etc) , Politicians (Andrew Barr, Gordon 

Ramsay, Andrew Leigh, all my members in state and federal levels, etc), Helen Watchirs at ACT 
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Human rights, Public servants(ACT Ombudsman North, etc)(3 years and still going)  - this refusal to 

re-think and acknowledge anything - sometimes abusive and violent as well. 

So we see this determined pig-ignorant, abuse and doubling down - not just on “their certainty” but 

the seemingly joy-filled personal abuse they inflict on “others” - in this case the Politician who had 

public allegations made against him by this person who works at the ABC. 

This is a pattern at the ABC that seems to come from the board, management and staff. 

So what about the scenarios? 

1. ABC stays out of it (Default/Do nothing) 

a. Person pays for their own process (responsible, accountable, learning) 

i. Person withdraws and apologizes (responsible, accountable, learning) 

ii. Person doubles down and refuses (responsible, accountable, learning) 

b. ABC also served with papers later (responsible, accountable, learning) 

2. ABC gets involved (Do Something) 

a. ABC encourages (Debate - Adult) person to withdraw and apologize 

i. Person withdraws and apologizes (responsible, accountable, learning) 

ii. Person doubles down and refuses (responsible, accountable, learning) 

1. ABC funds person (-accountable) 

2. ABC refuses to fund person 

3. ABC sacks person  (responsible, accountable, learning) 

b. ABC apologizes on behalf (Intervene) of staff member (Parental - Child) and issues 

its own apology and costs 

i. Person withdraws and apologizes (responsible, accountable, learning) 

ii. Person doubles down and refuses (responsible, accountable, learning) 

1. ABC funds person (-accountable) 

2. ABC refuses to fund person 

3. ABC sacks person (responsible, accountable, learning) 

iii. Person does nothing - does not answer or respond (like Andrew Barr, 

Andrew Leigh and the rest do with me) 

1. ABC funds person (-accountable) 

2. ABC refuses to fund person 

3. ABC sacks person (responsible, accountable, learning) 

c. ABC Fully supports (Virtue) person in anything she chooses (Indulged) to do 

i. Person withdraws and apologizes (responsible, accountable, learning) 

ii. Person doubles down and refuses (responsible, accountable, learning) 

1. ABC funds person (-accountable) 

d. ABC chooses to defend her and itself - despite not having been served with papers 

and takes over(the hero/victim model) the case  

Are there more possible scenarios? You will see how the model above is like a general kind of thing - 

it looks familiar doesn’t it? - like it might work for families and other things where there are kinds of 

“disputes” between individuals and an organization is involved? A decision tree would be a better 

way of representing this. 
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You can see that there is a bit more going on in the “what might happen” space than was illustrated 

in the simple initial statements. It is a little more complicated but we can look at the possible 

“mights”, or at least some of them. 

The general model seems to follow the spoiled brat, entitled feminist passive aggressive type model. 

The choices seem to allow some strange behavior of the group (the ABC) and the individual - where 

the Group (ABC) assumes responsibility and the individual person never assumes responsibility, 

accountability and learn anything - thus encouraging the spoiled brat/feminist/passive 

aggressive/psychopath. We see this in family and domestic violence cases which encourage and 

reward people for lying and making false and unproven allegations - the “fear of possibilities”, fear 

of “might happen”, etc. 

Now while some of the possible scenarios are ‘possible’ - they may not change anything - for 

example - 2.b - where the ABC seems to take ownership of the information that their employee 

publically declared - like they are responsible for everything their employee does in their own time 

(think Christmas parties or sexual encounters in parliament house after work).  

2.c looks like church indulgences doesn’t it except in this example the money flows in a different 

direction to the virtue, a bit like donating virtuously to the “needy” (donating edible bibles, etc) 

Outcomes will depend on the court process and the willingness of the Politician to negotiate or 

continue. This is not the prisoners dilemma but similar to game theory and Nash - but we can still 

explore and understand it. Do not be put off just because some people win Nobel prizes for some 

models around this type of thing! 

So we see options which allow some responsibility, accountability and learning to take place at 

organization and individual levels but we also see the organization subsidizing the individual’s 

personal choice - doing whatever they want and using the organization’s money to do it - so the 

individual’s accountability is reduced. You will see the familiarity now with the State premiers and 

their culpability for their tyranny and totalitarianism. 

 

So I generalized the model a bit and used some of my Group Telos and Individual Telos models. The 

ideas of communication and cooperation are strong at the start of the process and then we move 
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through the ideas of accountability, responsibility and learning - at the end of the day something 

should be learned by someone. 

It seems to me that sacking/cancelling the person is wrong - it is a bit like how the ABC convicts 

(names and shames) any man accused of anything - they should allow the proper process to take 

place rather than rush to judgement. Pre-emptive sacking/cancelling (football players, men, 

domestic violence laws, family law, “respect”, “white ribbon”, etc) before due process seems wrong 

to me - but many people in the Media, ABC, Politicians (Labour, Greens), Police, Courts, Schools, 

Universities, Human Rights and in other places disagree with my view. 

Debate (counseling and discussion) and communicate/cooperate(Time off, leave, etc) seems like a 

reasonable supportive role without taking sides or responsibility or accountability. 

The idea that the group apologizes or does the process instead of the individual seems also corrupt 

but is representative of the general feminist model (mental illness) of someone else (the group, the 

others) being to blame for a women’s actions (battered wife, extenuating circumstances, coercive 

control, etc) . The individual avoids the process and makes the group pay for it. In this case - the 

Taxpayer while the lawyers rub their hands with glee. Meanwhile the individual learns nothing and 

doubles down. 

It also seems wrong to guarantee the money yet allow the individual to choose what happens. The 

individual could run away, ramp up costs, choose anything they like. This seems to be wrong on the 

face of it no matter what the circumstances - either the ABC runs the case - takes control - or it stays 

out of it. Groups paying for individual conduct while not at work should be avoided by public service 

departments as a rule. 

The corruption problem is that the individual seems not required to learn or be held accountable. 

They can do, say and choose whatever they like and there are no consequences by way of costs, or 

learning. This always falls to the group. It seems to be the standard Feminist corruption meta model. 

The better outcome it seems to me is that the individual go through the process - not the group. The 

Individual chooses to apologize or double down and take responsibility AND accountability for that 

In which case any use of group’s money is wrong and would need a strong argument to justify. 

I suspect that most Australian women have been trained never to expect to be accountable or 

responsible for their behavior. I should  RESPECT that I suppose. 

So did the ABC examine these models or scenarios - I doubt it , but they may have used a different 

one based on what they could get away with - how they could hide their corruption and lack of 

thought, analysis or justification by say “the lawyers told us to”. Maybe they decided what they were 

going to do - knew that senate estimates would come up and designed a way to lie about it and hide 

their corruption. 

So lets us examine the idea that “we might get served” - SO WHAT? 

1. We get served 

a. We pay for us 

b. We pay for staff member 
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2. We don’t get served 

a. We pay for staff member 

b. We don’t pay for staff member 

If the ABC does not get served then why pay for staff member? 

If the ABC gets served - even if at a later date - it can choose to pay for staff member or not - that 

choice is still there. 

BUT NO Jon - there is something else going on here!!! 

If Staff member could not afford to defend themselves and didn’t want to retract their statement 

and apologize - what could they do? They could borrow money for lawyers. They could seek to 

negotiate with the Politician. They could go to the ABC and ask them to pay their legal costs. 

Or The ABC could decide to pay their legal costs no matter what! 

Both options require the ABC to have already decided to pay the legal costs up front - whether 

approached by the staff member or not. (Virtue/Indulged)  

The ABC did this because they either believed that her allegations and behavior was defensible (that 

she would win) - in which case they effectively become a party in the case OR they were indulging 

her choices. So did they believe her public allegations? Why or why not? Were threats or blackmail 

involved? Is the decision maker Compromised/Partial/Incompetent/Corrupted? Why should 

“alleged” crimes/offenses be treated differently? An allegation of lying by a professional reporter 

seems a serious offence to me. Would a male reporter be treated the same way? Professional 

athletes cheating at sport? 

There is still more - The Legal “community” do everything they can to make as much money as they 

can - to the extent that legal “advice” is often about ensuring members of their community are 

enriched. Hence if the cheaper option was to apologize and withdraw - which is no real skin of 

anyone’s nose and zero cost (let the normal police and legal processes take place if there are charges 

to be laid)   - or double down then - and you need to understand this - then the allegations she 

made public should have been put as a criminal case before a court - not as “allegations” and 

“defamation” case which all designed to give lawyers as much money as possible. This is IMPORTANT 

because the family law and domestic violence laws have all been designed to continue to allow 

ALLEGATIONS or FEAR OF POSSIBILITES (Family Law, ACT Domestic Violence laws, etc) to be used as 

legal reasons for convicting people. WOMEN ARE NEVER MADE TO LEGALLY PAY FOR THEIR 

BEHAVIOR. This has lead to widespread vigilantism, rampant allegations and a breakdown of the 

rule of law and presumption of innocence. Moreover it is encouraging vigilante, extremists, 

causists, feminists, women to use personal attack and allegations to attack individuals (rather than 

due process) they do not like AND they fail to take responsibility or accountability for their actions. 

The ABC - in particular - have made it one of their causes to act like judge, jury and executioner in its 

targeted programmes on political parties (honey traps), politicians and individuals it does not like or 

agree with and encourages and rewards vigilante journalism in its staff. 
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Corruption in Public Service - Null, Fisher, Monty Hall, Learning 
The public service is corrupt - mainly by feminists, communists, causists (Binary, Gorupthink, Bigots) 

- women (on average) and weak minded men - let us examine how. 

 

The Null case is not the Not, Not double negative because that requires some thing to be not of. 

The Null case is not zero because that is too certain - (a certain infinity). 

The Null case is not only the SQL null from an outer join - it is more Null than that. No thing at all. 

The first step is to notice some thing. Next comes choice - the Fisher hypothesis test. 

See 04 Humanism – Information Classification Frame, Version 1, date 10/02/2019  

https://humanistman.com/home/frames/humanism-frames/  https://humanistman.com/wp-

content/uploads/2019/02/04-Humanism-%E2%80%93-Information-Classification-Frame.pdf  

 

(Slide 9) see how true positives TP for choice we tend 
to bias towards? 
 
So the first choice is do some thing or NOT.  
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Type_I_and_type_II_err
ors Here Fisher’s “null hypothesis” (type1,2 errors) is 
slightly different from my more null “Null” which 
comes before noticing that choice exists. 
 
Do nothing and Live? 
Do nothing and Die? 
Sacrifice a chicken and live? 
Sacrifice a chicken and die? 

Our do nothing and die history is an evolutionary graveyard of extremely large proportions. Just a 

little larger than the do something and die. Our do something and live is really, really, really….. tiny. 

So we tend to “do something” - make the first choice - so our first bias is slightly different based on 

gender. Men tend to ”do something” (lack of fear, conscientious(hero)), Women tend to avoid NEW 

untested action (agreeableness, anxiety) and stay with mob certainty - status quo or mob 

popularism. 

So the first choice of do something or nothing seems to instill the first hero/victim role play based on 

slightly different preferences on gender lines. Failed choices are blamed on perpetrators and 

successful choices belong to heroes. Only an idiot would have thought that sacrificing a chicken was 

the right choice/How intelligent he was to think of sacrificing a chicken! 

The earthquake stopped once we sacrificed enough chickens. 

https://humanistman.com/home/frames/humanism-frames/
https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/04-Humanism-%E2%80%93-Information-Classification-Frame.pdf
https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/04-Humanism-%E2%80%93-Information-Classification-Frame.pdf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Type_I_and_type_II_errors
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Type_I_and_type_II_errors
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There are so many things to notice  that sometimes we filter out (fat, dumb and lazy) things  - even 

if they are large and threatening (someone else’s problem (SEP) and the elephant never attacked us 

before). 

So once we are in the choice mode we are in Monty Hall/Transfinite choices and probabilities - 

complicated but defined (bounded).  

We have been informed there is an elephant in the room what shall we do Monty? Let us set up a 

choice game! 

In setting up the choices - we need to explore and examine possible choices - so we both set up the 

possibilities and multiple choices and examine the choices and outcomes themselves. Setting up the 

game of possibilities AND exploring the game. Both require skills and effort and anyone who thinks 

they are the expert in this is delusional and a Pharisee of certainty. 

See https://humanistman.com/home/articles/ , https://humanistman.com/wp-

content/uploads/2021/02/Binary-Groupthink-Overcoming-1.pdf  

So the public service becomes our definite “do something” game setter uppers and players. Their 

choices are designed to be considered, open, transparent, in the public interest, explorers, 

discoverers, explainers, exploration of options and choices.  

 

You can see where the problems are already can’t you - once you let narcissists, identitarians, 

popularists, virtue signalers and “just causists” in can’t you? It is not ONLY that they are stuck on 

(sunk cost) sacrificing chickens - it is about the just cause of “chickens” (or themselves) - binary 

certain chickens of salvation. What about black and diverse chickens? (says one) Yes especially black 

chickens!! As long as chickens are there we have choice - the more the merrier! We will find the 

“right” chicken - eventually - the “God” “chicken” (made up of massively certain God particles). Who 

do you work for? - I am the Departmental head of “Chickens” - fantastic! The correct pronoun is 

“chick” 

So the reason public service exists IS TO help societies sustain their trust and cooperation. So even 

when politicians are corrupt - at least we can rely on public servants who are highly learned, good 

communicators, good cooperators, are trusted individuals (not corrupt or causists - no hidden or 

personal agenda), are accountable and responsible for how they personally behave - honest open 

and talented. They learn from mistakes. 

https://humanistman.com/home/articles/
https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/Binary-Groupthink-Overcoming-1.pdf
https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/Binary-Groupthink-Overcoming-1.pdf
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Public servant MUST BE ABLE (their responsibility) to communicate exactly why things are important 

and why decisions are made (not “cause”, lies, bullshit, avoidance or passive aggressive games). 

Burdon Of Proof. It is not up the Minister or Senate to find out if a public service department is 

corrupt - it is up to the public service to prove they are not. 

Why do you do that? What Makes think that is a good idea? Justify your decisions. Prove it. 

 We have a policy in place to pay all staff legal costs in defamations? 

 We have a process she went through a process and a decision was made? 

 The dog ate it? 

If they can’t prove it then they are corrupt and have failed. This is why you need people of the 

highest standards of non corruption because if they make a mistake it is more forgivable because 

our best people tried their best. They are not judged on an instant - they are judged on a life of 

service. (think children authentically learning) 

 

This is why permanent tenure was important because it allowed people - AUTHENTICALLY - to learn, 

make mistakes and improve. They were constantly responsible and accountable - senior figures 

publicly known - and held in high regard for it. Reputation mattered - not money or how much you 

could get away with.  Instead we get contractors, avoidance, outsourcing and people spending their 

work time and our money on themselves, their selected virtue causes (Helen Watchirs, Andrew Barr, 

premiers, police chiefs, universities,etc) and avoiding questions, avoiding accountability, refusing to 

do their work if it is too difficult and refusing to take on major issues (explore, communicate, learn, 

competent, etc). Fat, Dumb, Lazy, Corrupt. 

We see people appointed for being a woman, black or identitarian. (Self promoting - self or in-group 

centered). Determined pig ignorance and certain causists of weak mined people. Whole 

departments are created for enforcing Bigotry and groupthink (Women, Blacks). Causes are 

substituted for learning and used to hide accountability and responsibility (at least we use the right 

pronouns (See Defense, Courts (White Ribbon), ACT Human rights commission and anything Andrew 

Barr does - e.g. Schools, etc). The public service starts playing with justice and popularism instead of 

doing its job. 

In David Anderson’s case it is in plain sight. The ABC only gives time to ideas and people it thinks are 

Good and deliberately censors or attacks ideas or people it thinks is Bad. This is in plain sight - yet 

no-one does anything? 

I wrote directly to the ABC and politicians about this in “Open Letter to Politicians and the ABC.docx” 

on 1/7/2019. https://www.theguardian.com/media/2019/jun/26/australian-media-unite-to-

demand-government-change-laws-after-afp-raids Today David Anderson pontificated about “public 

https://www.theguardian.com/media/2019/jun/26/australian-media-unite-to-demand-government-change-laws-after-afp-raids
https://www.theguardian.com/media/2019/jun/26/australian-media-unite-to-demand-government-change-laws-after-afp-raids
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Interest journalism” - again the concept here is that journalists will decide what the truth is and 

what truth needs to be told. 

Who cares what the policy says David, hey? - when you use the certain god of “Public Interest”. 

Keeping us “safe” from baddies who might harm or offend us (18C). 

https://edpols.abc.net.au/guidance/84/ “Beyond formal research, our best gauge of community 

standards is our audience. We engage directly with viewers, listeners and users on air and online, 

including through social media. They give us constant feedback, including complaints, and this can 

help us to determine what is and isn’t likely to upset them in the future.” 

Well David - I have giving been you feedback for years - I am offended and the constant promoting 

of identity politics,  demonization of people, bias against men and people you do not agree with or 

like  and use of the ABC as a cause weapon. I think the whole organization is corrupt. This offends 

me and harms men in particular. It is not a complaint - it is an assessment.  

SBS is currently play self-promotion and “changing the world” type propaganda. Julie Gillard says “I 

will not be lectured … by this man”. Typical Passive Aggressive bullshit we see from women 

everywhere “I was afraid he was lecturing me”. She would rather be lectured to by people she 

already agrees with and likes. The Entitled Victim narrative is strong in Australian women - especially 

Labour the psychopaths in the Greens. “I accuse you” (everyone but myself). Who is to say what is 

Good or Bad??? God of virtue - god of binary certainty? The media truth fairy? David Anderson 

makes sure his staff know which ones to focus on. In his mind this politician was already judged.  

Sleazy liars, self-promoters, bigots, zealots, tyrants may exist in business and non public funded 

places but they do not belong in the public services, politicians or public media. Earthquakes, 

Tsunamis are real - they really exist and required real action - no feminist, causist, communist, blue, 

black, green, “believer”, popular, celebrity, tyrant, binary thinker, smuglifunt, idiotologist is going to 

know what to do about anything that really matters. 

The ABC and Labour party spend most of their time attacking individuals they don’t like or disagree 

with rather dealing with their elephants in their caves of smug certainty. Anthony Albanese, Penny 

Wong and Chris Bowen would rather focus on the silly words of French president making allegations 

against  an Australian Prime Minister (of the opposite side politics (binary hatred)) than looking and 

the tyrants, psychopaths bullshitters, bigots and destroyers of society in their own political party in 

Melbourne, Brisbane, Canberra and all over Australia. Rampant lies, corruption and bigotry is 

ignored in favour if the binary certain causist’s preferred focus of personal attack of “others”. Penny, 

Albo and Chris rushed to public judgement - based on allegation alone for their own personal 

advantage - their wealth, their power - they would rather TRASH THE COUNTRY than defend it or 

uphold the rule of law - just like any psychopathic tyrant. (ABC, Domestic Violence Law, Family Law, 

Women, weak minded men, Magistrates, Universities, etc). No amount of letters from Lord Acton 

would ever get through to the smuglifunts of binary certain abuse - the greedy, self-centered, 

tyrannical, violent delusions and lies. The Media is too dim witted to do anything other than follow 

the pretty lights of distraction - the baubles, bangles and bright shiny things of scurrilous slander and 

personal attack - the gossip that women love “political games”. 

https://edpols.abc.net.au/guidance/84/
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The rattle snake will wave it’s tail to distract the dim 
witted  - to take FOCUS away while it moves in for 
the kill. 
 
I didn’t know, I wasn’t sure, I didn’t know for sure, I 
was busy focusing on my career, how was I to know 
this was going on, I didn’t see, I turned a blind eye, I 
was  busy, I am a enrtitled/women/victim, stop 
questioning me, nothing to see here - look over here 
instead, I don’t have no clothes its you who don’t 
have any clothes. 

I explored this in some detail in 15 Humanism – Corruption – Nation Choice – Virtue, Version 1, 

date 03/04/2020 https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/15-Humanism-

Corruption-Nation-Choice-Virtue.pdf  

 

We learn and reflect on outcomes and imagine hypothetical outcomes during and after the process. 

What if? Anxiety and Learning/Improving/Development 

The Big Red Button of Certainty 
Now, I am not talking about you - dear readers - because you are not the stupid zealots, bigots 

haters and cognitively challenged humans. It’s the “others” - I am talking about. Let us imagine you 

create a big red certain powerful button - because in your wisdom - a wise person would know 

exactly when to use it and when not to.  The problem then becomes keeping the button safe from 

fools and others. 

Because it would not be you - you who created this big certain red button who misuses it - it would 

be the others - dear reader (with an r) - you see. That is why this big red button of certainty is a 

dangerous thing - not because of you - but because of the “others”. 

Doctors 
While the country has been pummeled by the tyranny and abuse of politicians, police and courts 

using emergency powers because of a virus - the elites - that is to say - the politicians and media - 

have been working on their pet projects. Women have been advancing their causes and promotions, 

premiers having been making new laws to repress people - but at the same time innovate new virtue 

https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/15-Humanism-Corruption-Nation-Choice-Virtue.pdf
https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/15-Humanism-Corruption-Nation-Choice-Virtue.pdf
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signaling “life saving” (keeping people safe) legislation - called euthanasia. Legalizing killing - it is not 

so much that Australia agrees with the death penalty but the dogmatists want to mandate when 

exactly this takes place (like all good virtue signaling tyrants do). Andrew Barr has been working on 

other legislation during this “emergency” like legalizing drugs, making “coercive control” a crime for 

men (but mandated by the state), sentient animal legislation, more money for women, criminalizing 

people who don’t allow children to change the sex, criminalizing people (especially parents and 

doctors) who argue or talk to children when that want to be gay, lesbians, cats, dogs ,get  tattoos, 

gender change surgery and so on - in a mandated kind of certain dogmatic way. 

He could have been working on understanding the health system and ensuring that there were 

enough things in place to stop the emergency lockdowns because of his hysteria and fear - but he 

has been focused on others things (his virtue) for the last 2 years and many years before that - his 

personal crusade. 

See, the thing about doctors is - that generally they are well trained and trusted professionals who 

generally have a wealth of knowledge and experience and they have access to a professional 

network of liked minded, educated and knowledgeable people - much more than say a feminist, 

public servant or politician might have in this field of “humanity”. 

Death and other significant life changing events wasn’t dogmatic - each doctor and nursing staff 

knew exactly what the issues were and would work with patients and family to ensure that the best 

decisions could be made on a case by case basis rather than dogmatized by some mindless virtue 

signaling politician or bureaucrat. This worked well for thousands of years. States did not tyrannize 

on what doctors could prescribe - if it was legal and safe and done in the best interests of the patient 

- then the patient, doctors and families worked together - far more trustworthy environment than 

the “state”. The medical professionals - the doctors - play an essential role in health. They are 

trusted and responsible. Once the state stomps all over that it will become as corrupt as a Nazi 

experiment. 

Introduction 
The determined ignorance and abuse by the Smuglifunts is on constant display. Tyranny and abusive 

tyrants (mandated for life) now dominate most of the world and all layers of society. Tyrants are at 

full war with humanity. 

Framework 
Humans, Development, History 

Population 
Humans, Individual 

Questions 
1. Can I locate missing things? 

2. What signs or patterns might help? 

3. Have others done this? 
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Initial Conditions 
Individual, Group 

Self reference 
Individual, Group, Communication 

A Review of Binary 
I have a mind to rearrange the binary models - especially the hero/victim/perpetrator binaries and 

mix them into the four box middle and highlight the continuums. I had already done most of this 

here 16 Humanism – Complexity – Structure, Version 1, date 27/04/2020 

https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/16-Humanism-%E2%80%93-Complexity-

Structure.pdf  Binary Groupthink https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/Binary-

Groupthink.pdf and elsewhere but most lately here Why Not A Humanist Manifesto 

https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/Why-Not-A-Humanist-Manifesto.pdf  

You will remember the binary thinking patterns which encourage abuse and violence - the fat, dumb 

and lazy and also the under-developed humans (feminists, women(on average (wages)), weak 

minded men and binary thinkers) Time Reaction Pattern Habit Plan https://humanistman.com/wp-

content/uploads/2021/05/Time-Reaction-Pattern-Habit-Plan.pdf and Responsibility Accountability 

Learning Popularism Justice https://humanistman.com/wp-

content/uploads/2021/04/Responsibility-Accountability-Learning-Popularism-Justice.pdf  

In this re-arrangement I will bring the Drama triangle into focus for some further exploration. We 

will see where the hero/perpetrator/victim fits and what they represent and what drives them. 

 

So the virtuous hero is constantly delivering justice (filled with morals and virtue) to “the enemy” 

(perpetrator) to protect/revenge/save the entitled/resentful “victim”. I am going to position the 

https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/16-Humanism-%E2%80%93-Complexity-Structure.pdf
https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/16-Humanism-%E2%80%93-Complexity-Structure.pdf
https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/Binary-Groupthink.pdf
https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/Binary-Groupthink.pdf
https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/Why-Not-A-Humanist-Manifesto.pdf
https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/Time-Reaction-Pattern-Habit-Plan.pdf
https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/Time-Reaction-Pattern-Habit-Plan.pdf
https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/Responsibility-Accountability-Learning-Popularism-Justice.pdf
https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/Responsibility-Accountability-Learning-Popularism-Justice.pdf
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binary models in three points with the hero at the top in the middle - the perpetrator on the right at 

the bottom and the victim on the left at the bottom.  

 

This allows me to align it with my other models - the 
realigned Einstein/Fisher 4 box model as well as the 
conglomeration of models 
 
DON’T PANIC ! I will step through slowly and explain as I 
go. The point is that I am trying to show the general 
tensions for the binary thinkers who position themselves 
- this might allow some exploration and questioning to 
emerge in their minds.  
 
One can always hope. 

Now let us manipulate (again) Einstein’s equation into a Fisher type 4 box model. 

 

Now the joke in this model is that Chaos is certain and known. We know it really exists but - as 

humans - we like to pretend it doesn’t. So the top two boxes are our most certain and declared 

things. Our declarations of things, our dogma, our home, our sunk cost - all against the chaos of 

“uncertainty”, probability and complexity - the infinite. So the box lines are like two functional 

relationships - multiplication and ratio (division) which are very similar to each other.  

Einstein played around with where to put energy in the equation - which order to put it in and how 

to represent it. I have resolved that into turning the equation into a declaration of unity - the unit 1 

or in this case E divided by E - which is the initial self reference and recursion declaration. 

This then puts Energy into different relationships with mass and chaos. The Energy of Mass is choice 

and Actions generally around known things (Cantor’s Transfinite, Zipf, Benford, Monty Hall type 

things) and the other Energy is around chaos. This is the noticing, questioning, hypothesizing 

exploring type energy (within the constraints of the universe) - the things that young boys are 

especially good at. 
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We know the drama triangle of Hero, Victim Perpetrator - with the victim declaring something as Evil 

or Bad or heathen and the like - the declared evil. This role is declared by the victim and given to 

someone else (wont someone send me a hero?) in a point and shoot kind of way - I now anoint you 

as “the perpetrator”. We see this in the media (especially the ABC, Guardian and other feminist or 

idiotology dominated organizations) and politicians as they call people they disagree with as “far 

right extremists”, “Nazis”,  “others”, “White Christian Man”,  etc. the “Perpetrator” (anointed). 

The “Victim” - self declared - is the damsel in distress, child, etc - usually women “I am victim, hear 

me roar, in numbers to big to ignore..” - the horde -  women - especially Australian women - spend 

most of their lives declaring their victimness - politicians like Katy Gallagher, for example, go on 

national TV to declare, when their children catch a virus, that they are upset and distraught and 

victims (or words to similar effect) - desperately looking for a “perpetrator” to blame and attack. 

Now the “Hero’ steps up to take the challenge to save the victim (or get revenge) - usually to win 

her favour by way of sex or other rewards like “virtue” - filling the virtue cup on the way to their self-

declared binary certain heaven. 

These strong binary pairs are common throughout history and usually the victim/hero bond is the 

strongest and they will seek out perpetrators everywhere they go. Many sociopathic women do this 

as a full time job and Magistrates in Queanbeyan and ACT courts play the hero role for lying 

sociopathic women “victims”. This is a pattern with police, courts, public services and charities as 

well. It is a very strong and widely held pattern and many cultures around the world. Many women 

buy into this as a kind of codependence technique where they can manipulate the ‘hero’ to act the 

way they want in a coercive control kind of way. 

 

So we can fit these binary models (using Archimedes triangle) onto the Einstein/Fisher model and 

start to explore these binary certain roles that these people play - remember the perpetrator is 

assigned by the hero/victim binary pair. Hardly anyone ever assigns themselves as “the perpetrator” 

- they are usually in their own hero/victim pairing or an INDIVIDUAL who does not play the binary 

certainty game. 
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The Hero places themselves exactly between the certainty of MASS/DOGMA as the protector from 

CHAOS/UNCERTIANTY in a binary way. You are either “with us” (the dogma, mass) or “against us”. 

This “us” is the hero and the victim pair. The Hero makes this constant binary choice. The Hero is 

usually unaware of the concept of a continuum. They are unaware of the continuum they are on and 

they are unaware of the possibility of other continuums. They are Binary and Certain. 

 

The victim is at the base of the triangle and at the point on the square which is entirely focused on 

the Energy of ACTION. DO Something!!!. The Victim is always calling for action and they vacillate 

rapidly between Mass of certain dogma and the fear of the question. I suggest that this is the most 

common “human condition”. They tend to push the continuum towards the certain dogma - but like 

the hero - they are unaware of the continuum. For them it is either Take Action - or NOT Take Action 

- the Energy of Action desperate to avoid the question and concentrate on the mass of certainty 

and dogma. This is women but young children are just the opposite - they always asking questions 

and doing things. 

 

The anointed perpetrator is the third point in the triangle of 3 binary certain pairs hero/victim, 

victim/perpetrator and hero/perpetrator. The Question is feared - Actions (choices) might happen, 

Chaos may arise. 
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The Victim - Children are closer to the question and action and thus well aware of the chaos - they 

can see the perpetrator (maybe as nightmares at first) and they CAN become binary like the 

women(victim)/hero binary pairs OR start to explore all of the continuums and many more. If the 

children become like women they become stuck in that binary drama triangle - being scolded as 

“perpetrators” or rewarded as “heroes”. Little girls are trained at schools and by the media to be 

permanent Victim-Women. Whole government departments are devoted to the women as victim 

narrative - Office of Women, Average wages - The Gender Discrimination Commissioner (Mislabeled 

- really female commissioner as it is legally impossible to discriminate against men - all 

discrimination is FOR women. Soon it will become a crime not to discriminate In FAVOUR OF 

women) 

The Hero/Magistrate/Social Justice warrior/Feminist - is the determined binary thinker - unaware 

and far away from the Energy of Question. There is no question - just binary them and us. Chaos or 

Dogma. That is why people like Magistrate Cook, Registrar Edwards, Andrew Barr and Gordon 

Ramsay go  dumb when you pose a question. Barr hates being questioned about anything. It is why 

the Australian Senate jumped on Bettina Arndt who dared to ask a question. It is why the Human 

Rights organizations ignore me and will not answer any questions. The tyrant will decide who can 

have human rights and under what circumstances. The Tyrant decides when you are allowed to 

speak or dare ask a question, the Tyrant decides when you can disagree. It is why the feminists, ABC 

and other binary thinkers become violent, abusive and manipulative when a question is posed - they 

avoid all hypotheses that upset their hero status and dogma. In their minds their rush to judgment 

and binary certainty is “saving the world” from chaos. They are the heroes above all heroes. 

Finding Your Authentic Voice 
Many have talked about the idea of authentic and truth. These ideas are often represented as 

positive human elements. Positive things are difficult to define and are more easily explained by 

exploring the negatives. The risk of defining “certain good’ is the dogma that lawyers, magistrates, 

prophets and pontificators are involved in - in a binary certain way. 

See my Human Frame - 09 Humanism – Bad and Good, Version 1, date 02/04/2019 

https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/09-Humanism-Bad-and-Good.pdf . 

The idea of speaking truth to power is not the idea of ranting like a child (Grumpy McGrumpface) or 

having a tantrum (Tantrum Mc Tantface) like an hysterical women. There is something far more 

complicated going on. 

Let us explore the technique used by binary thinkers but first re-visit the plurality continuum for 

groups/nations. (See my articles https://humanistman.com/home/articles/ ) 

https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/09-Humanism-Bad-and-Good.pdf
https://humanistman.com/home/articles/
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At the binary positions at the end of the plurality 
continuum we have two main extremes. The MOB - 
the vigilantism, the group, the certainty of the mob 
and the cave. So virtue signalers target this group but 
so do sociopaths - one appealing to the Mob - the 
Other attacking the Mob - or as the ABC likes to 
promote “lets burn this place down”.  The other end of 
the continuum is the Hero, Virtue Signaler, tantrum, 
spoiled child, Binary Extremist, Psychopath, Feminist, 
Communist, etc. 

So binary thinkers lack ability in the plurality continuum and will oscillate between the two extreme 

end points. The general technique goes as follows: 

1. Fill yourself with individual godlike status - tantrum, fear, outrage, hero, virtue, entitled 

victim 

2. Attack “others” and call on the mob binaries to attack 

3. Describe how the world (the mob) should now be, having attacked the “evil” others - and 

wash my feet while do it. 

This is all that women (on average) in Australia but particularly the Labour party and the Greens 

women and weak minded men know. Instant individual offense and outrage (18C) followed by 

attack and abuse and then filling your own pockets with money and telling the mob what to do. 

This is a standard technique of binaries. 

The Labour party and Greens women do this all the time - I suspect it is all they know and they will 

never be able to develop past this. Same for Magistrates in the Canberra courts, Magistrates in 

general (judges) fill themselves with outrage and superiority and then deliver their “justice” for the 

mob - the group “causes”. Police, Guards, etc  - many judges ignore law and process for “cause” now 

- particularly female, green, black or other identity based(identity/SELF - is everything for them)   

judges. 

Penny Wong does her scowling face (Greta, Grace, etc) of smug superiority before each process of 

abuse and then explains how women need more money and change the law to remove the rights of 

“others”. A recent example of a female liberal party women having a go at the failure of the Labour 

party of women to stand up for her - Penny said (I kid you not) “So, you are the victim now”  (with 

outrage and amazement) or words to that effect. 

So Penny has filled herself with the hero/victim/perpetrator narrative and assigned herself in charge 

who is allowed to be declared a “victim” or not. Penny represents the thinking of the feminists 

around the world - this intense smug ugliness and entitled/victim narrative which is all binary certain 

and other tribal extremists know. 

So women (on average) and weak minded men tend to oscillate rapidly between the extreme points 

of MOB and INDIVIDUAL Virtue/Outrage - sociopathy and psychopathy - usually accompanied with a 

rush to judgement and hysteria. 

Jim Chalmers had a go at the prime minister for taking a holiday with his family when there were 

fires. Jim then went on national TV to display this oscillation of His Individual Virtue (his own hero 
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status on calling out the devil to the MOB) and appealing to the Mob for Mob vigilantism against the 

prime minister for taking a holiday. Rapid oscillation between the extremes. Obviously incoherent 

but he does not see it and many others ignored it. Some noticed it but could not describe or explore 

what was going on with Jim’s behaviour. 

But Bill (two planks) Short-ten is the same. Now just to explain, I do not usually call individuals cheap 

names but this seems to be all that Penny, Bill, Albo and the rest of the Labour Party and Greens 

know. We have Penny’s “small men” speech, Albo’s “all men have failed” and Bill’s “Scotty From 

Marketing”. Bill calls his demonstrators “Black Lives Matter” “Women” “Justice” and other 

demonstrators as right wing extremists/Nazis - even when they are his own political support base! 

The A.B.C. and other feminist based media does this all the time as well. 

So this constant binary abuse and name calling - groupthink - is all these people know. They do not 

know what plurality is. I have written to these people many times over many years - they simply will 

not engage with their own behaviour and abuse of others - especially the abuse and corruption of 

the political systems and the public service. They will not respond to any issue I raise in any email or 

letters to them. They ignore me. Same with David Anderson and the ABC board, Management and 

staff. “Why do you think it as good idea to convict men without a trial and make permanent orders 

that can never be revoked?”, “The public service is 60% women (up from 40%) - why do you 

continue to discriminate for women and against men?  For “equality”?”. 

To escape these binary positions you need to let go of the individual - the tantrum, pride, virtue, 

fear and hatred and step away from the binary position. This requires some degree of development 

and maturity - a self awareness of the faults of the individual human - including yourself and other 

individuals around you. To do this you must gain some knowledge of how individuals behave. 

Experience helps as does reading and examining other human lives. 

To step away from the group you must avoid smug certainty and groupthink terms of race, religion, 

nation, gender, etc - you are aware of those group terms and ideas and what they mean but you are 

stepping away from them. 

Neti,neti.         This becomes the idea of not, not. 

 

This pushes the language into exploration and 
linking information based on individuals AND 
information about groups and mobs. 
 
The focus model now applies across all of the 
plurality continuum - Coherence applies for 
individuals AND groups. Comprehensive applies 
for individuals AND groups. 
 
The focus model and it’s continuums helps 
explore the plurality continuum 

Now this is not like the smug ex prime ministers or privileged elites pontificating on what everyone 

ought to do - this comes from a position of individual self - they are not authentic or telling the truth 
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- they are pontificating (sometimes positioning or bad actor as well) based on perceived superior 

knowledge, experience, virtue, entitled/victim (feminists/ghosts), etc. 

The authentic voice is one of exploration and linking real things from individuals and real things from 

group concepts and providing VISIBLE focus on what is being explored and how it is being explored. 

Young men do this when they ask questions and put things together. Children do this naturally. 

It is not certain in this space - it is exploration and mistakes will be made but fear is overcome and 

steps are made, tentatively, to develop the authentic voice. The authentic voice is recognized, 

trusted and valued but is always under attack from binary certaintists dogmatists (e.g. legal scum 

profiteers, bad actors, etc). This authentic voice is cognitively more advanced than many humans can 

achieve. 

Strabo (the Greek geographer) has this voice and is one of the first humans to leave that record. He 

is one of the first scientists because he explores other’s work, examines, it, criticizes it, pulls threads 

together, explains how humans think and how they will react to what he writes and how they react 

to what others has written. He lays bare his thinking and exploration without hyperbole in and 

structured and comprehensive way. There is some truth in what he is saying - EVEN THOUGH he 

made mistakes in what the geography really looked like. He is writing as an old man. The ability to 

live longer because of food and safety, enables man to develop further and leave more advanced 

records for others to use (usually older men with advanced thinking skills - travelers, explorers) 

Geography is one of the first sciences (you can travel better of you know the places, maps, wind, 

seas, rivers) - agriculture and animal husbandry are early too as is basic math. Confucius may be an 

authentic voice but I Ching provides that binary certainty which can sometimes stifle the authentic 

voice and exploration and keep the binary certaintists smugly satisfied. Let’s throw the certain dice. 

The idea that Cro-Magno, Neanderthal and closely related humans may have developed the 

advanced thinking I describe is a constant debate. Dressing up someone in clothes, teaching them to 

speak words and read, teaching them to think in a binary way and putting them in the job of a 

Magistrate in A.C.T. Magistrates court is not the same thing as “being human” - especially if they 

exhibit psychopathy - excessive virtue and self interest and signal to the “cause” - white ribbon and 

the Mob in a binary smug certain way. 

You will see people speaking authentically and you will notice them more. Usually these are not 

celebrities and not the famous or promoted ones. You will then be able to tell who is more authentic 

- you see the self centered ones - the ex primeministers and their biographies. The celebrities and 

the truly corrupt politicians - the professional liars. The Bullshitters of society. 

Now, this level of thinking - thinking at threes and not twos - is quite advanced enough for a large 

amount of complexity and advancement. But there are more levels after that - 4 is really tough and 

demanding and 5 is almost incomprehensible. Things become more difficult the further you go. 

You will notice conceptual links to my other models. See 15 Humanism – Corruption – Nation Choice 

– Virtue, Version 1, date 03/04/2020 https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/15-

Humanism-Corruption-Nation-Choice-Virtue.pdf (Page 29) and this earlier version 

https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/15-Humanism-Corruption-Nation-Choice-Virtue.pdf
https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/15-Humanism-Corruption-Nation-Choice-Virtue.pdf
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The Fear/Anxiety feedback loop is seen in the hysteria of women and they manifest that in entitled 

outrage, violence and abuse. The Overconfidence feedback loop is that Hero/Savior/Smug/Virtue 

feedback loop - that loop of certainty. The binary’s switch backwards and forwards between those. 

You see the middle more explorative path is one of hypothesis, mistakes and learning - the basis of 

all human development. Binaries don’t make mistakes - we can see that in the politicians, feminists, 

magistrates, Media (ABC), human rights, universities and others. They tend not to learn and remain 

binary liars and abusers. They double down on their certain ignorance. 

We can also see the idea of being authentic and truthful starts with trade and communication. You 

ought to tell the truth to be trusted and build cooperation. If you don’t then the group cannot trust 

you and, in most societies, liars and bull shitters would be quickly discarded until they learned how 

to behave. For some reason - we have developed a society where liars and abusers have been 

promoted to high positions - I think based on the messiah/binary certainty problem - the need for 

binaries to delude themselves about the universe and invest their delusions in someone (Hitler, 

Mussolini, Khan, etc) who manifest that delusion for them in their smug certainty (I Ching). There 

also seems to be some kind of Neanderthal/Ape based joy in tearing others apart who you do not 

understand or disagree with - the Feminist/Mob type behaviors. Burning devils at the stake for 

thrills. 

https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/Corruption-Extremists-Feedback.pdf 

Hannah Arendt The Life Of The Mind Volume 1 Thinking   Page 176 - “What we commonly call 

Nihilism .... Is actually a danger inherent in the thinking activity itself.... Nihilism is the other side of 

conventionalism, its creed consists of negations of the current so-called positive values, to which it 

https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/Corruption-Extremists-Feedback.pdf
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remains bound.... But the danger does not arise of the Socratic conviction that an unexamined life is 

not worth living, but, on the contrary , out of the desire to find results that would make further 

thinking unnecessary.” 

Atomic Molecular Political Socialization 
The Atomic philosophy is one of certain things bounded and certain. The universe is made of certain 

things. This is one extreme view that some believe. 

We can image that cities are culturally different. Cities on trade routes become very tolerant, cities 

defending themselves become more dogmatic and certain, those with room to explore and freedom 

to think - well fed and nourished can grow and learn (Athens). Those cities surrounded by tsunamis, 

earthquakes and destruction learn about planning, construction and architecture (Rome). Those 

cities dominated by Tyrants (Huns/Genghis Kahn) become chaotic, dangerous and untrustworthy. 

Some don’t form cities at all - roaming tribes. 

We can assign those cities one of my 5 colours. 

1  Pluralistic, Multidisciplined, Pragmatic - Unassuming Hero against Chaos 

2  Architect, Planning, Doing - Competent Experienced Able 

3  Explorative, Connected, Learning - Humanist Everyman (3s) 

4  Constraints, Bounds, Patterns, Rules - Science, Dogma, Religion 

5  Warning, Question, Challenge - Chaos, Unknown, Complex, Uncertain 

 

For the purpose of discussion we can fit this to the Einstein/Fisher concept model into binary 

extreme positions and the continuums. 

 

 

We can see which cities exhibit which characteristics through time and location. We can then 

imagine cities group together to form alliances and combinations to enhance their own positions 

and defend themselves or attack other groups. These combinations can vary by type and connection. 

There can also be cities which have no strong character - the blank ones. This looks like a more 

advanced form of John Conway’s life program 
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This is like atomic, molecular, chemistry, experimentation, geopolitics and social engineering. 

Location 
For as many years as we can see back - Homos have been leaving messages. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Human_taxonomy We see cities, tombs, art going back many years. 

Caves hold many records through time but also artifacts of bones and rocks - arranged, shaped, 

carved and painted. Ancient settlements are not easily discovered in places like Africa, Asia, Australia 

or the Americas but rock art exists on travel routes. “We were here” becomes I am here, animals are 

here, we killed animals here, there was a chariot, we imagined a women (Venus), we had art and 

ideas. Some caves in Malaysia and Indonesia show no ancient human information - maybe they were 

not there yet or maybe it is yet to be discovered. (constant volcanism and tsunamis may have also 

had an effect) 

We see the earliest human remains arranged in a burial site 78,000 years ago (Panga ya Saidi - 

Ancient Settlement(-78,000) https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Panga_ya_Saidi  

https://news.artnet.com/art-world/archaeologists-have-discovered-the-oldest-human-burial-in-

africa-1965501 near Mobassa -3.67664, 39.73544). The Egyptian Tombs are young by comparison.  

Some records are “we died here” - fell down hole and died when we walked into a deep cave by 

mistake (laying next to animals who made the same mistake) or got killed and eaten by animals or 

got swamped by tsunamis, buried in ash, magma, snow, ice, or got stuck in mud, quicksand and 

California tarpits. 

Cave paintings and rock art in general appear in many places back to 64,000 years ago. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cave_painting (Maros Caves, Sulawesi (-40,000) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Caves_in_the_Maros-Pangkep_karst  

https://www.donsmaps.com/sulawesi.html -5.00305, 119.69444, Centro de Interpretación de la 

Cueva de Maltravieso (-64,000) Cave of Maltravieso 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cave_of_Maltravieso  Neanderthal  

https://www.turismoextremadura.com/es/explora/Centro-de-Interpretacion-de-la-cueva-de-

Maltravieso/ 39.45778, -6.36956) 

Does carved bone represent “art”? Records go further back to bones and implements of various 

Homo species - records - hundreds of thousands and millions of years - time is less accurate the 

further way you go. 

I like the travel routes art - people travelled through places and left messages on the rocks or piled 

up marking stones - directional markers - the signs for the traveler. As if to say “I know you are 

exploring and travelling - here are some breadcrumbs of our journey and information from our 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Human_taxonomy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Panga_ya_Saidi
https://news.artnet.com/art-world/archaeologists-have-discovered-the-oldest-human-burial-in-africa-1965501
https://news.artnet.com/art-world/archaeologists-have-discovered-the-oldest-human-burial-in-africa-1965501
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cave_painting
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Caves_in_the_Maros-Pangkep_karst
https://www.donsmaps.com/sulawesi.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cave_of_Maltravieso
https://www.turismoextremadura.com/es/explora/Centro-de-Interpretacion-de-la-cueva-de-Maltravieso/
https://www.turismoextremadura.com/es/explora/Centro-de-Interpretacion-de-la-cueva-de-Maltravieso/
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adventures - what we learned along the way.” Roman Milestones on roads. Some just said “my hand 

is this big and has 5 fingers”. 

The routes, the paths - the ways to food and water - the ways away from danger. 

Tassili n'Ajjer - Historic Location(-10,000) Rock Art https://whc.unesco.org/en/list/179  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tassili_n%27Ajjer  

https://www.bradshawfoundation.com/africa/algeria/tassili_n_ajjer/index.php  

https://www.africanworldheritagesites.org/cultural-places/rock-art-pre-history/tassili-najjer.html 

25.81359, 8.13385 on the route between Djanet - Ancient Settlement(-10,000) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Djanet 24.55415, 9.48542 and 

Gadamis/Ghadames/Ghadamès/Cydamu - Historic Settlement(-4000) (and the coast of Algeria) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ancient_Libya  

And the art in South America on the Trail up the mountains Quebrada de Humahuaca - Historic 

Road(-9,000) https://www.worldheritagesite.org/list/Quebrada+de+Humahuaca  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quebrada_de_Humahuaca  https://whc.unesco.org/en/list/1116  

“Quebrada de Humahuaca follows the line of a major cultural route, the Camino Inca, along the 

spectacular valley of the Rio Grande, from its source in the cold high desert plateau of the High 

Andean lands to its confluence with the Rio Leone some 150 km to the south. The valley shows 

substantial evidence of its use as a major trade route over the past 10,000 years. It features visible 

traces of prehistoric hunter-gatherer communities, of the Inca Empire (15th to 16th centuries) and of 

the fight for independence in the 19th and 20th centuries.” -23.19972, -65.34888 

https://www.google.com/maps/d/edit?mid=1dlgz_4B5_uqCAHD4SoJKGaPgRW69WByi&ll=-

22.471554387281472%2C-61.48203375156248&z=6  

 

https://whc.unesco.org/en/list/179
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tassili_n%27Ajjer
https://www.bradshawfoundation.com/africa/algeria/tassili_n_ajjer/index.php
https://www.africanworldheritagesites.org/cultural-places/rock-art-pre-history/tassili-najjer.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Djanet
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ancient_Libya
https://www.worldheritagesite.org/list/Quebrada+de+Humahuaca
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quebrada_de_Humahuaca
https://whc.unesco.org/en/list/1116
https://www.google.com/maps/d/edit?mid=1dlgz_4B5_uqCAHD4SoJKGaPgRW69WByi&ll=-22.471554387281472%2C-61.48203375156248&z=6
https://www.google.com/maps/d/edit?mid=1dlgz_4B5_uqCAHD4SoJKGaPgRW69WByi&ll=-22.471554387281472%2C-61.48203375156248&z=6
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Mongolia https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Altai_Tavan_Bogd_National_Park - By Altaihunters - Own 

work, CC BY-SA 3.0, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=28515196  

 

If you are born and live with this constant daily reminder of the world, surrounded by camels, 

horses, cold, danger and a struggle for survival (Mongolia - Genghis Khan) - then your resentment of 

others in their fine cities surrounded by cargo cult type things of frippery and finery and their 

obsessions with themselves - their “victimness” (feminists, specially entitled victim) then destroying 

cities and murdering those you see as less than human seems to come easily. We see this in 

politicians, magistrates, feminists, human rights departments who selectively dole out “human 

rights” to their in-group and themselves (Helen Watchirs and the others in Canberra and Sydney 

human rights organizations), the media, schools, universities and the public service (Office of 

Women). Their specialness - special human (the woman) - specially entitled to lord it over demonize 

and kill others. The entitled victim becomes a violent killer. 

Billy Hughes abused the Japanese after world war one with the white Australia policy - demonizing 

the Japanese and questioning their humanity. The Chinese fought against Mongols and the rest of 

the world building up thousands of years of resentment as being seen as inferior humans (the yellow 

peril) of entrenched racism and hate to the extent where the Chinese claim that every human fossil 

they find is the oldest on the planet and proof that the real source of all humanity comes from the 

Chinese - this combined with claimed intellectual and literary superiority (Confucianism) entrenches 

a smuglifuntist entitled victim narrative that we can only hope is not as extreme and binary certain 

as we see in A.C.T. Magistrates, Feminists and the women of the Labour party and the Greens. 

Resentment builds. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Altai_Tavan_Bogd_National_Park?fbclid=IwAR2sX9wu_bNaxQwefvwxmLV0r8uNOxVcToOzQyjwujDNJA9N5HtSmrmZsmc
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=28515196&fbclid=IwAR3rJEm8yINdMFcwlBmAY1Ck02WKi5YGOONWHL7EQYOjmh0DShbcbmM9vQs
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With so many entitled victim groups around it is difficult to find the location of the humans. The 

“special” ones grab all the attention it seems. Humanity (Human, all too human) is not the 

celebrities, media personalities, politicians, legal professionals - the preachers - the pontificators. 

They are not dogs or “sentient” creatures that Andrew Barr legislates and Singer advocates for. 

These humans are spread far and wide - they are everywhere else and not well noticed or 

appreciated. They seem to live in a variety of places tough, difficult, easy - everywhere - the 

everywhere human. They “try” their best no matter what their capabilities and circumstances are. It 

is not (in a binary certain way) Mill’s utility, Hume’s “ought”, others “being”, “Godness”, “Virtue”, 

etc. It could be not, not, not (and more)? I recently donated some money to Erin Pizzey 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ctD-OrasjxM  because she has been telling the truth for a long 

time and is demonized for it. She needed money because the government had decided to legislate 

that her kind of car was illegal in a new “green” economy. https://www.gofundme.com/f/help-erin-

back-on-the-road  

Humanity comes from people like Erin. It comes from somewhere - maybe many places in many 

ways at different times. A Wheel, Tool, Carving and Art? The ideas of Greeks and Romans - the 

exploration but some pragmatism. The determination and cooperation of the Chinese. The brutal 

individualism of the Hordes. The Trade and negotiation skills of the Traders and their cities. 

Everything all combined and intermingled but adopted, tested, rejected, explored, changed, 

discarded, etc. Choice? 

Stanley Kubrick combined Arthur C. Clarke’s Story and images with Richard Wagner’ tonal 

composition, “Thus Spake Zarathustra” and the allusions to Thus Spoke Zarathustra: A Book for All 

and None by Friedrich Nietzsche into a epic film moment where the sun (Ra) dawns over a Black 

Obelisk, as the apes are confronted by, and violently rail against, the question it poses - the music 

reaches its sublime crescendo and humankind awakens.  

But there is more from the brilliant Arthur C Clarke https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arthur_C._Clarke . 

HAL (a pun on IBM) is the artificial intelligent machine programmed to keep people safe (alive) on 

the long journey to discover the meaning of the Obeslisk. Hal kills people using his sure 

programming logic and Dave tries to stop him. “Open the pod door Hal” - “I can’t do that Dave” - 

becomes the feminist extremist tyrannical handbook catchphrase. Tyrants just do what tyrants do. 

They do not need to explain anything. Their certain programming is everything - all abuses are 

justified. Some people misunderstand this HAL as a malfunctioning artificial intelligence machine. 

Not at all - HAL is an analogy for programmed humans. The Binary certain. 

A Book for All and None - Fred captures ideas of not,not and pluralism - away from binary certainty. 

I notice now that he noticed a bit more than I first thought. 

Things change. Nothing is the same after that. You cannot “unsee” a black obelisk.  

You have to (not aught) face it. 

Like the idea that Romans, Carthaginians and Greeks could argue with Volcanoes, Earthquakes and 

Tsunamis by using Temples or hiding in caves. Berbers took on the desert and dealt with it’s reality. 

Vikings and Russians dealt with reality of cold and bears that kill you and your children. The dancing 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ctD-OrasjxM
https://www.gofundme.com/f/help-erin-back-on-the-road
https://www.gofundme.com/f/help-erin-back-on-the-road
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arthur_C._Clarke
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bear is a strong human statement which goes back at least 10,000 years - we tamed and controlled 

this killer. Pet cats, Pet wolves, Boars, Horses, Elephants - but not Hippos. 

Humans tend to understand suffering. They tend to understand more than the smuglifunts. They 

seem more aware of the human condition. They seem less sure and more appreciative of people 

and things around them. I think this upsets the smuglifunts because even with all their purple and 

”stuff” there is this complete vacuum where humanity might reside. Smuglifunts hate humans. Their 

hatred and abuse comes so easily to them. 

 

How do you notice genius? You might notice something or even enjoy and be impressed - but how 

do you recognize the genius of something? Kubrick knew. 

Spike Milligan (Adolf Hitler: My Part in his downfall 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adolf_Hitler:_My_Part_in_His_Downfall ) saw humanity, firsthand. His 

scene in Monty Python’s Life of Brian is genius. https://oneroomwithaview.com/2014/09/26/scene-

stealers-spike-milligan-monty-pythons-life-brian/ Others run after the certain religious relics, gourds 

and things - the mob - and Spike is left holding the shoe. He holds the scene and says nothing in 

particular and then walks off. This was not a heavily managed scene or dogmatic. It was Spike doing 

his thing. Not just a question - not American slapstick - not a big joke - not pun, word play, mime, 

sneer, smug, disappointment, hate, bile, love, etc - Just Spike doing his thing. Not enigmatic for 

enigmatic’s sake. Something else. 

I was thinking of contacting John Cleese and asking him about that scene but I suspect it does not 

really matter. John and Terry would not have over-directed Spike - their work together went back 

decades. Spike would have just done it. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adolf_Hitler:_My_Part_in_His_Downfall
https://oneroomwithaview.com/2014/09/26/scene-stealers-spike-milligan-monty-pythons-life-brian/
https://oneroomwithaview.com/2014/09/26/scene-stealers-spike-milligan-monty-pythons-life-brian/
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The Power of Ideas 
The idea of settling was a big early idea - staying in one familiar place. Now who would have 

thought of that? The Fat, Dumb and Lazy left behind when the tribe moved? Stay or move? Or 

something else - stay a bit and move a bit. More ideas came.  Education about how to do things, like 

read and write https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_education  (-2,000 Babylonian) but 

education was always at the hands of parents and tribes as well. How to fish, grow crops, tame 

horses, tend pigs, goats, etc. If you were clever enough you studied with clever people. Talent was 

recognized not mandated. Study with Aristotle - he set up a school and libraries. 

But then the binary certain dogmatists took control - Religions mobbed into groupthink. The Levant, 

Mesopotamia, India then China. Later, Berber tribes across the top of Africa and the Arabian 

Peninsula. Trade allowed difference, appreciation, learning and tolerance to flourish. Arab traders 

got better at travelling across land as water sources continued to dry up - pilgrimages through tough 

deserts became the great annual sacrifice for binary certainty. Travel to sacred objects and relics 

became “the certain thing” everywhere - relics were hoarded and moved to special sacred locations. 

India, north Africa, Europe, Middle East - Sacred Objects, Purple robes, precious Stuff - metals and 

things. If you had a big building then you had to fill it with conspicuous displays of wealth. Awesome. 

Meanwhile the idea of Bridges (Pont Du Gard, London Bridge, Bridges across the Rhine and Danube) 

Water (Dams, Aqueducts, Waste) and Architecture where on full display by the Romans as they 

moved northwards. The solid bridge idea was a big idea. Those rivers were difficult/impossible to 

cross at the best of times. Tolls were paid to cross the bridges - the investment earned its keep - 

Guards were stationed - choices were made - trade-offs were explored. Big ideas. 

Buildings full of men writing, reading and learning taking in boys from surrounding places. Bright 

boys went to other similar buildings - Monasteries, Churches, Cathedrals - talent was rewarded with 

travel and more learning. Later Nunneries. The idea of learning was helped by the Greeks and 

Romans - the certain dogma and the binary certain devout was there to answer the questions the 

Greeks had posed and those new questions that anyone dared to ask. 

The Huns and other tribal groups continued their raping and pillaging - the idea of settlement was 

difficult for them. Stealing everything - stealing women from villages in Ireland. Destroying 

“settlements” as if their existence was a big threat to their own existence. The Obelisk of the 

question. 

The southern tribes had settled a bit - Religion was their big certainty across developed Africa in the 

north and Arabia. The Southern African tribes had no need for it in their abundant landscape of food, 

water and warmth. 

Progressively, the learned devout were sent further and further into tribal zones to build and 

establish churches.  Some were mountain caves but most were buildings in new areas - a new 

settlement rather than a building in an existing town. This used the Roman ideas and skills of 

architecture and city planning. Sites were chosen deliberately. Distances and road travel times were 

factored in to design. 

Church buildings were the Big Black Obelisk to the tribal hordes. Why? There were no women and 

girls to steal and rape - just these men and boys building and writing. This became a big question to 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_education
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the tribal mobs. Every time they burned it down the men and boys built it up again - backwards and 

forwards until the Mobs asked “why?” - and listened to the answer. Some were convinced and 

became devout and so things moved further out. Towns grew. France, England and some of Spain 

was earlier. Belgium and North into Denmark, Norway and Sweden via rivers, roads and settlements. 

Hungary, Bulgaria, Romania, Russia - took longer.  The Huns and Tsars enjoyed their brutal tribalism 

and were probably well engaged with other hordes. 

Rape, Murder and Pillaging was all they knew - it was the way things were always done. No 

Question. 

But then it became more like a rush to certainty. “Why?” was no longer a question. How and when 

took over. Planning for wars, invasions, raping and pillaging. Binary certaintists became more 

sanctimonious and devout - as wealth accumulated - the Elites grew in certainty and judgement. 

The questions had been “settled”. Why was not needed. 

Then Genhis Khan shook the devout with his answer “because I feel like it”. The elites learned new 

forms of Barbarism and binary certainty. China suffered as much as the rest of the world - from 

Genghis and his family. The Moors saw their chance and took it. 

Historians now write on Khan as if it’s a mixture of good and bad. The idea of the ends justifies the 

means is a dangerous and binary idea. The idea that murder is justified because he was good with 

cats and sentient dogs is a dangerous idea. E.g. Eliminate the Rule of Law - allow terrorism - allow 

enhanced interrogation techniques - instant conviction and judgement - because he allowed women 

the right to vote? This is the logic of the virtue signaler. I can kill as many people and destroy as 

much of humanity as I like as long as I donate to the “Mob Cause” of virtue (me). Indulge me. 

So the lesson of history is not the certain judgement in a binary kind of way. i.e. he was neither good 

nor bad but exactly middle??? because there was a mixture of good and bad (The binary three, 

equality - i.e. if there is good and bad then it is equaled out in the middle binary position). 

THIS IS A COMMON MENTAL PROBLEM 

The Binary thinkers tend to prefer Rank, Order, Hierarchy than more complex analysis or thought. 

This manifests as a positioning game (virtue, moral superiority) and quickly becomes habitualized to 

abuse, violence and corruption. 

“They are just as bad as each other” - really???? 

“Let’s agree to disagree”, “No-body is perfect” (hence we are all the same!!!), “It will all work out in 

then end”, “fate will decide”, “Oh well - what can you do?”, “He/She Started it”, “They are equally to 

blame”  

Julia Gillard was appointed leader of her political party based on Gender - being a women and hence 

“a victim”. The Political campaign was all around how progressive the Labour party was for 

promoting someone based on their identity - being a special human - a “women victim”. Not 

talented - just “women” as if that was the very definition of talent. She eventually made prime 

minister of Australia and implemented social justice education reforms in schools to advance to 

causes of identity victims “women” and “blacks”. Julia now parades around to country and the world 
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attending “women are victims” conferences on the celebrity bullshit circuit - usually sponsored by 

groups like the ABC, SBS and all kinds of virtue signaling organizations. She tells the story of 

misogyny and bigotry (of everyone else) against her and how she was a victim of men. Mobs of 

women and weak minded men sit around nodding and applauding Julie for showing “courage” at 

being a “victim” and speaking out against the evil “perpetrator” - being “strong” - a woman of the 

century.  

So Julie seems to me to be incoherent and totally self-obsessed. Her assertion is that being 

promoted based on being a women to lead her party and playing to identity politics is how things 

should be and regardless of how corrupt she personally is and how much she has benefitted from 

her privileged existence in Australia and rising in a party dominated by feminism and corruption - 

she is still a permanent victim. This incoherence reflects the insanity of all feminists and many 

women (on average) around the world. Their brains lack anything much other than self, 

smuglifuntism, bigotry and binary hate filled thinking. 

The Tyrants now control many countries, public services, courts around the world.  Abusive 

Magistrates, lying Media, Universities, Tyrants everywhere. Fully corrupted, full of lies and personal 

abuse - Lead by people from the Labour party, the Greens, Women in universities, schools, courts, 

Politics and public services - all out lies, abuse and tyranny. 

For all you Zealots and Binary certaintists - Who wrote the book of certain Rules and WHY? 

Under what circumstances is it a good idea to murder people? Or in the case of the Canberra 

(Andrew Barr, Andrew Leigh, Alicia Payne, Gordon Ramsay, Tara Cheyne, etc)  and Labour politicians 

(all of them) and Helen Watchirs  the A.C.T. Human Rights commissioner  - under what 

circumstances should the rule of law and the presumption of innocence and fair trail be abolished? 

In their case - in a Genghis Khan kind of way they have said to me (those who have responded at all) 

“When I feel Like it” or words to that effect. 

What is the “right” form of bigotry and binary certainty? 

What is an “acceptable” (they all do it) amount of corruption and lies? 

At least I am better than Hitler? 

John Howard and Alexander Downer knew of, authorized and endorsed prolonged torture of 

uncharged, innocent men and then abused them after their release - calling them “Terrorists”.  The 

thought crime police watch thinking in populations very closely now  - waving that torture flag 

around. 

So it is not so much that these people are “unprincipled” for that would mean they would have to 

know what a principle is and then choose not to have it.  They really have no idea of what a principle 

might even be. It is a perfect vacuum in their brains. It has always been based on “how they feel” - 

this is how it has always been. 

The Binary Game Explored 
So I will try to explain it again in new and interesting ways - how exciting! 
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The positioning game means walking into a room full of people and claiming special status - “I am 

women”. Shouting at everyone - “shut up” what would you know about “victim” you are a male. So 

all the males shut up and do what they are supposed to do. The women gather in mobs. 

Then a disabled black boy walks into the room and say “Shut up” what would you know about being 

a victim. Then everyone shuts up and does what the new victim commander says. Gathering black 

boy disabled victims. 

Then a man comes in and says “Shut up” - what would you know about “victim’ - I worked 29 hours a 

day for all my life, got up 6 hours before I went to bed on the cold damp floor while our neighbors 

lorded it over us with their damp shoebox mansion, walked gazillion miles to work down a coal mine 

on my knees, in the dark with nothing but bat’s piss to drink, crawled my way home to be beaten 

soundly for 6 hours eating only rocks for dinner to start all over again. 

Constantly judging people also means the idea of good and bad - as long as I am better than Hitler - 

then I am good. You are Bad and Hitler. This is called the binary positioning games sort (rank order) 

which I will show you here. Jordan Peterson discusses the long evolutionary history of hierarchy - but 

people get stuck there and label it the “patriarchy” not realizing there more to come. They get stuck 

in binary. 

 

So I always put myself at the top - others in a group and pure evil at the opposite end. This is still 

binary thinking but to binary thinkers this seems complex and like 3. Hierarchies build and group 

around this grouping, ordering and ranking type approach and can become quite complicated. Now 

the next trick is what the virtue signalers and other smuglifunts (Binary extremists, Feminists, 

women (on average) and weak minded men) do - the Pharisees and the Scribes, tyrant types. They 

OUTSOURCE GOOD (GOD) in a BINARY CERTAIN WAY and maintain their “special relationship” (at a 

price) with the ultimate binary certain Good. 
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So any question and exploration is framed in this binary 
certain way. The hypothetical certain “good”, the “others” 
(not me), the Certain Bad. 
This becomes their final framework for thinking and 
development except that they allow some others to join 
them in a special group. So you get the in-group, the out-
group between binary certain Bad and Binary Certain 
Good. They vacillate between any and all of these positions 
I’m Bad, I’m Good, I’m Me - I am not like the others - I am 
“special”. 
Mostly they do not care what “others” think nor can they 
understand them. Binaries hate debate and love violence. 

This outsourced thing is very handy if you are the person in charge of “reducing earthquakes” for the 

tribe. The perfect scapegoat that allows you to get more resources for your temple, pray more, give 

you more money, sacrifice sheep etc. reward you when there is not an earthquake - see there goes 

another Non-earthquake that I stopped. When earthquakes happen it is because they didn’t follow 

my advice - they need to give me more. We see this in our politicians over the latest virus pandemic. 

They claim credit when people do not become infected with a virus (they saved lives) and when a 

person becomes infected - they blame the person and call out the mob to destroy them. Ever more 

totalitarian and binary certain of everything. None of these people think. None of these people think 

they are insane.  

Destruction of individuals for my own tyrannical virtue is mandated. 

You see the Rush to Certain Judgement model from these people as well. They glory in their pig-

ignorance and swill. George Orwell knew about this. These people never really learn anything and 

they are very selective about what they take responsibility for and they are never accountable 

(protected by other corrupt elites) - most just do what they like - they just rush to Popularism and 

Certain Justice for the Mob. 

Responsibility Accountability Learning Popularism Justice  https://humanistman.com/wp-

content/uploads/2021/04/Responsibility-Accountability-Learning-Popularism-Justice.pdf 

 

If I only do popularism and Justice all the time - who needs debate? Who needs to learn? The 

popular tyrant. If it worked Thank me - if not blame the others. 

 

Then as the groups form - the “others” are always a homogeneous 
mass of others - they are de-humanized - they only exist as a group 
identity and thus can be abused violently because they are 
“others” not individuals. Meanwhile - safe within the in-group (the 
mob of certainty) - everyone is an individual and human and to be 
respected (this is legislated) - unless they fall out of favour with the 
in-group then they can be attacked and dehumanized. We now see 
the classic drama triangle in some more detail 

https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/Responsibility-Accountability-Learning-Popularism-Justice.pdf
https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/Responsibility-Accountability-Learning-Popularism-Justice.pdf
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Psychopaths and Tyrants in general (Magistrates, Feminists in the Public service - Khan types), do not 

need to pretend that there is a thing called “The answer” which exists outside themselves. They just 

do or say whatever they like whenever they like for as long as they can get away with it. Some really 

do believe - in a kind of in defensible deluded way - that this “Certain Answer” that they have insight 

to is exactly how the world “should be” and death to anyone who disagrees with them. These 

“believers” cannot really debate anything - they are just binary certain abusers and haters. The 

problem then becomes what to do with these tribal binary certain humans? Can they Learn? 

So Jon - where are the Entitled Victims on this model?  

It looks very similar but the victims positions themselves close to Bad - things are “bad” for me. The 

Others are still in the middle BUT NOW instead of evil being Hitler - Evil becomes Bad - and is “What 

Happened” (I was Hitlered, I was Eviled). This model is a post-hoc model (the victim model) - the 

model above is the Choice model - what to do. So we have two frameworks looking nearly exactly 

the same - One is for Choice (what to do) and the other is the Outcomes and Results (What 

happened). (Blame,guilt, etc) 

 

Permanently entitled victims 
naturally take over the choice 
model to make all choice about 
them (or their in-group - the 
“White Ribbon Cause”) 
permanent victim status (Julia 
Gillard - all the Labour party and 
Green women, most women (on 
average), Magistrates, Greys, 
Blues, Blacks, weak minded men, 
etc).  
 
They play their personal, bigoted 
and hated filled corruption games 
against the dehumanized and 
grouped “others” 
 

In all these binary games - the “others” the “perpetrator” the outgroup is not a player in the binary 

game. They only exist as a group for the players - hero/victim to play their personal game with. They 

have no individual role and are dehumanized into the generic “others”. 

Guy Abel has produced a WONDERFUL infographic to help with stepping away into threes. I am not 

sure if he invented the technique but what you will notice is: that instead of hierarchies, Euler type 

steps and graph theory he has moved the points to a CIRCLE. This is a really good way of stepping a 

little further into complexity and away from binary thinking. Because Circles are a different kind of 

infinity structure, visually, than the hierarchies. 

https://guyabel.com/ “I am researcher based at the Asian Demographic Research Institute and IIASA. 

I am also a Professor in the School of Sociology and Political Science at Shanghai University. 

Previously I worked at the Vienna Institute of Demography, the ESRC Centre for Population Change 

and S3RI at the University of Southampton. My day-to-day research covers estimating migration and 

applying statistical methods to better forecast components of population change. This website 

https://guyabel.com/
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contains posts mainly related to my research, including some information on my publications and use 

of R. The site is the successor to my WordPress blog which I had trouble accessing when in China.”  

 

Copyright Abel, G.J., Cohen, J.E  - Fair Use, 
Education not for profit, partial extract .  
Notice how every possible (infinite 
number) of data points on the circle can be 
connected to every other data point on the 
circle.  
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41597-
019-0089-3 Nature - Scientific Data - Open 
Access - Bilateral international migration 
flow estimates for 200 countries    Guy J. 
Abel & Joel E. Cohen Scientific Data volume 
6, Article number: 82 (2019) Abel, G.J., 
Cohen, J.E. Bilateral international migration 
flow estimates for 200 countries. Sci Data 6, 
82 (2019). https://doi.org/10.1038/s41597-
019-0089-3 

If you explore Guy’s models online you can learn to use the model and explore things. You can ask 

yourself - what is this good for and how can I make it better? I think is some R code for it. 

To highlight how the idea of turning an infinity line of direction into an infinity line of a circle see 

below. All of infinity is represented on the circle. You need to understand and appreciate what that 

means. (Columbus Egg). 

 

The Infinite line of hierarchy becomes an 
infinite circle with all possible connections (or 
none at all). 
 
Zarathustra can roam freely around infinity 
taking in the sights. 

The Occasional Tyrant 
All of the people I have dealt with are individuals - I treat them as individuals even if they belong to a 

professional group. Nevertheless the plurality continuum is a sliding scale and not binary. Binary 

people whimsically switch in a binary way based on them self - their virtue and their bad acting. 

 

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41597-019-0089-3
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41597-019-0089-3
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We see this in Bill Shorten when his demonstrators are all individuals when he agrees with them but 

they are evil Nazis when he doesn’t. He dehumanizes them. We see this with the ABC when they 

report demonstrators as far right extremists and BLM, Extension Rebellion, Women Mobs, etc as 

concerned individuals with rights and needing attention (in a mob like Grumpy McGrumpface 

entitled way - see Green/Labour women’s constant attitude and face). We see this when the ABC 

reports Asylum seekers as individuals who need special attention (binary tyrannical certainty) 

rather than a general problem. We see this now when those who choose to get a vaccine for a Virus 

are called “heroes” and “saviors” for the group and those who choose not to are called “Deniers” 

and “Evil” , “Idiots” and “far right”.  

We actually have now in plain sight, demonstrators who carry the signs “FREEDOM” and “CHOICE” 

are being demonized by the ABC, Politicians, Celebrity smart arses and other binary certaintists 

(group thinkers and haters) as “Nazis” and “Violent Far Right Extremists”. Hardly anyone notices this 

abuse and groupthink - yet will accuse foreign countries or “others” of doing the same thing (Deeply 

held and violently protected incoherence). I suspect Australia may have more than 99% of people 

trained to be Smuglifunt “eilite”, “special” binary thinkers. Not just Victorians, Magistrates, 

Politicians, Public Service, Courts, Police, Universities and media - but everywhere in every place. 

It is based on the notion of a binary switch (constant binary switching destroys principles) between 

the rights of the individual or the group i.e. when a person should be treated as an individual and 

when as a group - “The Outsider” - “The Other” - “The Nazis”. It is easier to abuse someone for “the 

cause” when you dehumanize them. The appalling behaviour of all the Magistrates in the A.C.T. 

Magistrates court - Karen, Bernadette Boss, Lorraine Walker, Robert Cook, Edwards and the staff - 

the Registrars , Philip Kellow and the rest - is all around this switch of dehumanization they do. 

Firstly they take away any view of you as an individual and group you into categories of 

victim/perpetrator. (group think). So as a male - you are not an individual AND you are grouped into 

a category of the perpetrator group. Women are grouped into the victim category AND/OR being a 

specially entitled individual. Legislated and supported by the “White Ribbon Cause” in the court 

system. Women are given money, support and set free.  So while detainees at Guatanemo Bay were 

raped and tortured by Male and Female guards and other sentient dogs - Robert Cook put me on the 

stand to grill me about my paperwork as a deliberate abuse and de-humanizing method. 

Dehumanizing techniques takes several forms - procedural abuse, staring and intimidation, ignoring 

(all of my emails letters and formal complaints) and failing to answer any question. This constant 

doubling down of the occasional Tyrant (Confirmation bias) re-enforces their Tyranny. They do not 

know how to stop abusing people and if they do finally wake up - it comes to a complete shock to 

them. They blame everyone else “no one told me”. Bullshitters, lairs, abusers and corrupt. 

Welcome to the human condition. 

We see “denier”’ - climate “denier” (what ever that means), - the passive aggressive violence and 

abuse that women enjoy so much -  Vaccine deniers, holocaust “denier”, Right wing extremists, 

terrorists, etc.  Someone who demonstrates for choice and no mandates is called a “vaccine” or a 

“covid” denier but if you demonstrate for allowing for choice (for the mother only) in abortions you 

are called a freedom fighter and a hero. If you demonstrate for Mandated promotion of Blacks and 

Women you are called a hero, progressive and inclusive and if you demonstrate for merit, free 

choice, no bias and no corruption - you are called a misogynist, bigot, hater, right wing, Nazi. Binary 
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thinkers switch their brains around based on groupthink, certainty and hate. Most binaries are as 

thick as two planks but much more capable with their violence and hate. The ABC is deliberately 

abusive in this way - there are Bad Actors, liars and abusers at the ABC from the board, management 

and staff - not just binary but double down, in your face constantly, abusers and liars - constantly 

demonizing others, calling out vigilante and mob behaviour and portraying themselves as “heroes” 

and “saviors” against the “evil” others - the dissenters of society who don’t go along with “our” Mob 

of certainty. 

But Andrew Barr, Gordon Ramsay - all the men and women at the A.C.T. Legislative Assembly have 

gone one step further - they have entrenched the removal of fair trial from the legislation. They have 

changed the law to constantly de-humanize men based in the idea that all women are special 

individuals. Men are found guilty without trial and orders are made permanently against them which 

can never be revoked. Tara Cheyne recently rewarded Helen Watchirs and other tyrannical feminist, 

bigots of the A.C.T human rights commission with another 5 year appointment - what great public 

service jobs they are doing!! Registrars are exempt from review - they cannot even be investigated 

or questioned - it is a crime to tell anyone anything. 

Office of women - more money for women - government endorsed bigotry, groupthink and 

corruption. 

The A.B.C. do this in the media all the time - all the feminists in the media do this rush to judgement 

- elimination of due process and instant binary switch when someone is allowed individual “rights” 

and when they should be grouped as “evil men”. I will decide in a Tyrannical binary way. I am 

Justice! 

The Commonwealth government has been going down this track for decades now “Human Rights” 

becomes weaponized and selective, The “Office of Women” as a permanent groupthink corruption 

statement, “Privacy” disappears, language is legislated (18C) in case people are “offended” - 

smuglifunts, all of them - RESPECT is mandated for some individuals but not others based on 

Andrew Barr’s and Julia Gillard’s “SOCIAL JUSTICE” education agenda which has left generations of 

Australians ignorant, entitled and abusive of “others” - ramping up hysteria and psychopathy which 

seems to come naturally to women. 

Family law has changed to match the feminist view that women are entitled to all money and assets 

of men they are married to for 1 year. Women change the law in Child Support, Domestic Violence 

etc - this is all lead by Penny Wong, Tanya Plibersek and the other bigoted feminists in the Greens 

and the Labour party but all women in politics go along with this. Every man in world has to give 

women all their money all the time even when women do nothing. In fact if women do nothing the 

logic goes that you were happy for them not to work while you were married and so you should be 

happy for them not to work when you are divorced. Hence you are required to pay for their 

“upkeep”. Spousal Maintenance. Child support is Women support.  Women can leave work and then 

claim child support - even if care is 50/50. All of this is obvious and happening all over the western 

world yet good women SAY NOTHING (how many are there - are they growing in number?) or 

whinge louder and many Men do nothing and say nothing (doubling down on ignorance or hero 

narratives). 100 years this has been going on and getting worse. The Lawyers, Magistrates and Legal 

profession generally - or as I prefer to call them - the human scum and weak minded scroungers of 

society - revel in the injustice, misery and graft any personal wealth they can accumulate. The 
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individual greed, outrage and entitled victim narrative has dominated for the last 100 years - fuelling 

all layers of widespread human corruption. Feminists don’t like Harriet Taylor. See Marriage assets – 

Analysis of John Stuart Mill and Harriet Taylor  https://humanistman.com/wp-

content/uploads/2019/12/Marriage-assets.pdf  

This entrenched “Self” focus of the narcissist (feminist, Binary extremists, Women, Magistrates, 

heroes, etc) has fully corrupted the idea of the “public service”. 

No-one thinks that it is insane to have “a cause” inserted into the public service - Andrew Barr 

inserted “The White Ribbon Campaign” into the A.C.T. Public service at all levels. Of course Andrew 

is not the brightest person on the planet but he is in a position of power so he will legislate on the 

world - Sentience, drugs, Homosexuality, gender, marriage, land rights, Death, Conversation 

between individuals, Language, Aboriginal voice to the world, etc - anything he feels like - as a smug 

entitled tyrant. He is so “above” taking out the garbage, trimming the trees, recycling Canberra 

waste, getting rid of the blue green algae in the Lake,  building and managing hospitals (with 

emergency departments). Abuse of humans in the name of his virtue and glory comes naturally to 

him - as it does to any tyrant.  He celebrates his personal achievements at great publicity and 

expense (never a balanced budget - always more debt) and ignores questions or criticism - especially 

of his dearly held virtue. “Keeping you safe”, “Saving the planet”, etc - taxes are used to build 

hospitals, schools he declares (completely avoiding all the other things taxes are used for you might 

disagree with - look over here - focus on this instead. They all do it, I am no worse than anyone else).  

 

Impartial public service is replaced with being extremely partial for the certain cause - as 

demonstrated by the “individual” in the position. Their individual virtue ensures the “cause” is 

progressed. I am partial in the “right” way to the “right” people in the “right” circumstances. 

So Helen Watchirs and her underlings in the ACT Human Rights organization and all the other 

women and men in “Human Rights” departments - not only are happy inserting “approved” causes 

into the concept of public service and legislation but also too - their own causes come a lot more 

easily. After all - if you have one “cause” for “good’ then why not some more. (Think ABC Board, 

management and Staff - David Anderson - he knows what the “good” causes are) 

Helen will publicly claim her partiality by signing public letters - along with other feminists using her 

public service title as a weapon.(see Women Lawyers – Corruption – Feminism – Debate 

https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Women-Lawyers-Corruption-Feminism-

Debate.pdf ) It used to be (good old days) that conflict of interest - was a sign of corruption - it was 

thing that had to be dealt with. Public servants were prohibited from expressing any opinion or 

supporting any cause by using their position or title. Their focus was their job and being impartial. 

NOT ANY MORE. Public servants are rewarded for using their job title (their position role) and work 

time supporting causes, for expressing their personal pig ignorant, hate filled and corrupt opinions. It 

https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/12/Marriage-assets.pdf
https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/12/Marriage-assets.pdf
https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Women-Lawyers-Corruption-Feminism-Debate.pdf
https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Women-Lawyers-Corruption-Feminism-Debate.pdf
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is is their job after all - them selves. “As Chief Health Officer I don’t want someone to die of vaccine A 

- even if it has been declared safe for use - it is my personal preference - I don’t want to be upset” - 

now appoint me governor general. 

Corruption - nepotism - entrenched (promote more women). Helen - as a privileged women and 

feminist, is comfortable entrenching abuse (especially against men (the perpetrators)) and 

corrupting the public service in pursuit of her OWN PERSONAL agenda. She is the INDIVIDUAL who 

judges what should happen to others. All the feminists, women (on average 60% in the public 

service) and weak minded men - work to corrupt everything they touch for their “inserted” cause. 

Their personal virtue (individual) is rewarded by demonizing groups (men). The whole public service 

rewards abuse and incompetence - AWARDS people for their great PERSONAL work using their 

highly paid public service jobs (and the money they fling around as they go - sycophants, liars, 

corrupt, etc). 

Katy Gallagher, Andrew Leigh, Andrew Barr,  Zed Seselja, etc - ALL my local and federal political 

members will not acknowledge that I exist - respond to any email or question and keep doubling 

down on their dehumanization of the people they are supposed to represent. Very selective (not 

biased or corrupt of course!!) on who they work for. Just Like Bill, Tanya, Penny, etc. So habituated 

to dehumanizing individuals (decades now) - for the cause - they have not discovered what it might 

be to be a decent public servant doing their jobs - let alone be “human”. 

The public service is fully corrupt - feminist causes and weak minded uneducated people are hired to 

give ‘diversity training’ and “the latest cause” instead of working or solving difficult problems that do 

not involve their own personal agenda, virtue signaling and groupthink. Work is outsourced to 

contractors and the Army. The public service “publicity and media” (not just at DSS) officers spin the 

bullshit as fast as they can feeding corrupt and pig-ignorant media (group think - dehumanize the 

individual) and ignoring individuals in the population especially those who question. 

So the occasional Tyrant decides who will live or die, who is an individual and who is not, etc - on a 

day to day (or entrenched groupthink) basis - These tyrants don’t think. They don’t think they are 

tyrants, they do not know what tyranny is - until it happens to them and then they go “oops” why 

me? And even if they are the occasional tyrant they balance they up with petting sentient animals, 

kissing babies or being ‘nice’ - in a PERSONAL kind of way. They fail to notice history and the rest of 

the world in some kind of objective assessment way. What happened to Porter, Depp, Paul 

McCartney, Greg Norman, Lindy Chamberlain, Cardinal Pell, etc and all the others throughout history 

will never happen to ME. Really?? You think so - well that is OK THEN isn’t it?? 

We see this blithering incoherence and ignorance in people like Katy Gallagher - a feminist and 

“individual” with entitlements. (Most women in politics, media etc are like her in this way). So her 

children catch a cold. Show goes on national TV to complain that they caught a virus. Remember - 

she is a high level politician - she regards herself as intelligent, educated and rational (like many 

women like her do). She regularly interrogates others in senate committees for their actions. So she 

is not trying to be obviously stupid, insane or self centered - it is just that she (like most women in 

public office and Australia in general) simply has no idea how she behaves or what things mean.  We 

see this in politicians (men and women) around Australia - this deep ignorance and self possession. 
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Katy wants to blame someone (who is the pepetrator?) - someone must be there for her to blame 

for - after all - SHE IS THE VICTIM (like Rosie Batty) as tears rise and hysteria builds. “Wont someone 

think of the women and their children?” 

But it is more than that - she works in government systems and cares not about my existence as a 

human being or someone she is supposed to represent or how many men and boys her 

governments, policies and hate filled political agenda has killed throughout the years. She cares for 

herself, always and only - this - in her mind is her main role as a highly paid public servant - kill the 

right people.  She knows who the “right” and deserving “victims” are. Give me a call Katy - maybe we 

can catch-up for a chat? You are my local member after all - invite that weak minded Zed along as 

well. 

Women around Australia walk around with this same mindset on a daily basis on a constant 

feedback loop (“Kill all Men”, “I am the Victim here”) - reinforced every day by smuglifunts in the 

A.B.C. and other media and the cackling women who form groups in coffee shops living it up on the 

welfare state and huge superannuation and divorce payouts they sponged from men they 

manipulated throughout their lives (with the support of the Scribes - the legal scumbags) 

This entrenched binary smuglifuntism is widespread now, Police smashing heads into pavements, 

spraying, pushing, kicking, handcuffing, intimidating, threatening, abusing, searching, demonizing - 

everywhere. Politicians lying, abusing and dehumanizing protestors. Idiot media running feminist 

campaigns and calling everyone else “Nazis” who do not agree with their blithering incoherence. 

Courts and magistrates abusing people, abusing due process, corrupting the law, the process and the 

judiciary. The High court dominated by feminists and identitarians - no brains, no skill, no education - 

it is all about “identity” - isn’t about time we had a disabled, gay, trans, black, high court judge? 

Collusion between elites in politics, business, public services to continue and enhance the corruption 

and lies. Tanya checking her networks to plan the next strategy of abuse “for the cause” - who needs 

authentic truth? 50 years of “progress” for women - our great certain bigoted, hated filled cause.  

Schools taught by barely literate man haters teaching “respect”, gender theory and how to have sex 

for babies and children. Maths teachers teaching 2+2=5 because they know no better and barely 

speak English. Constant bigotry, hatred and smuglifuntism. The Police state, feminists, the cause, 

self, virtue, determined ignorance, avoidance, Grumpy children throwing public tantrums for ever, 

princesses publicizing their own “victim” narrative to adoring and indulgent media. Kings and tyrants 

telling the rest of the world how things should be for everyone. I’m rich/celebrity/actor/singer/TV 

personality/professor - I am important! Who needs an independent “public service” when we have 

such individual talent? 

Instant outrage, Rush to judgement, Binary Thinking, Smug, Abusive, Ignore debate, dehumanize 

opponents, violence, greed, corruption, vacuous celebrity,  ‘virtue’, bullshit and deeply held and 

protected ignorance. 

Girls trained to lie and be the victim, rewarded by charities, courts, media and public services - men 

told to kill/torture/lie/corrupt for justice, vigilantism, instant justice, destroy legal systems and 

safeguards, more lying psychopaths promoted and rewarded (courts, magistrates, public service, 

politics, media, universities), media trained to ramp up the rhetoric and lies and rewards for idiots, 

celebrity “commentators”, professionally opinionated, ignorant and corrupt - sociopathic, social 
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justice engineers like Andrew Barr destroying humanity via “education” campaigns and other means 

for the sake of himself - his utopia of sexless/gender changing (incoherence dominated), drug filled, 

sentient dogs, animals and pigs on two legs all walking around in “utopia” learning what the next 

great “cause” is from the schools and universities designed by the “dear Leader”. Don’t question - 

certain “God” is in the room. 

Tensions rise, violence, distrust, lies, mental illness, attack, constant personal attack,  snapping 

outrage, blame, delusion - a lack of truth, celebrity bullshit, abuse of individuals for the sake of 

“causes”, smug smiling elites - comfortable with their continued ignorance and abuse, pontification, 

lecturing, no exploring, no experimentation, no debate, no responsibility, no accountability  - 

institutionalized by abuse in schools, universities, courts - children with no-hope - just constant smug 

certainty of ‘virtue’ and entitlement. 

Brutality, lies, delusion, constant incoherence, bias and no accountability of politicians, ABC, media - 

broadcasts and resonates around the world  - the constant feed of bullshit and a call to violence, 

outrage and crime - if they can get away with it then why not us? 

If you are poor just steal, lie, shit in the shops, burn everything down - you are the entitled victim 

after all - the heroes give you permission to do it - you will never be held to account. Magistrates 

love women and allowing them to lie and destroy everything and everyone they can. Lawyers rub 

their hands with greedy glee. 

See how wealthy we are - look at all my money and stuff - I must know what I am doing. Who are 

you to question me? I’m the victim here (says Penny Wong). I’m Australian of the Year don’t you 

know? Don’t you know how important I am? Have you seen my medals of honour? See how I am 

honourable? Yes - your honour, your worship. 

It is not that the Emperor has no clothes, it is that the Emperor has no genes (get it? - tish boom). 

Cro-Magnon’s revenge, Neathderthal’s folly. 

Dehumanization and abuse of those you disagree with. China Dehumanizes whole populations by 

gradually removing a country off the face of the earth by persuading every other country to ignore 

and un-validate human beings very existence. Bribes, promises, lies, threats, corruption - weak 

minded men. Taiwan is not a country on any authorized Map - See - no-one cares about your 

existence - See no-one notices your name or that you exist - Now it belongs to us and we can kill as 

many humans as we like. Professional brutal, de-humanizing, violent extremism that even John 

Howard and Billy Hughes would be proud off - as long as the “cause” is great, hey John?.  See - the 

media is on our side - we manage the story - the truth. See - we locked you up without trial and hide 

you away. See - we make orders against you and then hide it from the media - your story will never 

be told - you may as well curl up and die. See we can do what we like and no-one will stop us or even 

care. You cease to exist but our names will live in history - we are the virtuous immortal. 

ABC claims that things will even out “in the long” run; that it is not avoiding Men - it is just 

concentrating of Women’s issues “to balance up things over time”. We are not biased! - How dare 

you (18C). We will get to men eventually - it is just a matter of time. Go stand in the queue until we 

feel like it. Trust us. We are definitely not corrupt but we know “others” are. Human Rights 

organizations say things like “it is not our focus at the moment - we are focusing on Women and 
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Children”. Look in to Jillian Trigg’s or Hugh deGrester’s eyes to see the vacuum. Sorry I’m a bit 

focused on myself at the moment - my virtue, my cause. My daily focus is everything to me. 

State leaders telling everyone they are “good” boys and girls for doing exactly what the dear leader 

wanted them to do - for obeying the leader. I am so proud of my children - my dear little ones. 

Demonized and blame the bad boys and girls - attack the others - call out the Mob, police and media 

on the “bad” ones. Go on - you can have a free kick as well - we all enjoy a bit of violence and 

demonization - don’t we my fellow apes? Keep obeying my tyranny and I will tell you how “good” 

you have been (I will reward you if you support my methods) - remember you elected me to be a 

Tyrant - that is my job after all. My certain tyranny and cult worship is what you wanted wasn’t it? 

Mussolini wasn’t an aberration - it was a template. 

Do you remember noticing everything when you were 3 and 4? Everything was bright and 

memorable. When did you stop noticing and what replaced it? What exactly went on in your head 

when “Kill all Men” became something you ignored? Did you fail to notice or Did you embrace the 

cause? I was concentrating on women’s issues - that was my focus (Bigotry and hatred) and will 

always be - I am determined to fight for the certain “cause”. If your child came home and told you 

“Kill all Men” what would you do - how would you react? Would you seek to get them employed at 

the ABC? Would you award them with Australia day medals and parade them in front of the media 

as “prophets”? Would you assign them as diversity and equity officers, human rights commissioners, 

Attorney Generals and Magistrates? 

Mark Dreyfuss and Christian Porter both ignored me - along with all the other attorney generals and 

politicians in general around the country - full of themselves. It is not our job to notice. OOOPS. It 

happened to me says Christian!? Who would have thought that someone like me could be treated so 

badly by others and the system I created?? Dreyfuss - from Melbourne - is part of the legal 

community (fully corrupted) will always struggle to overcome the smug, self satisfied, superior 

attitude that comes so easily to the entitled/victim/hero binary types. Ignoring, doubling down on 

NOT noticing, determined pig ignorance. That Jew on the ground will never be me. That Coolie in 

Nanking will never be me. They are not real, they don’t exist, they are not my focus at the moment. I 

have my certain causes - who needs humanity? 

Whistleblowers demonized, locked up, processed in secret by Canberra Magistrates and hidden 

away from view. Police state expands across all domains (information, mobile phone usage, 

movements, words, ideas, DNA, genetics, health, saliva test ,protests, questions, torture, rule of 

evidence, etc), reporters chopped into pieces and taken away in suitcases out of government 

embassies. Whistle blowers hiding in Embassies to avoid assassination.  Questioners and Opposition 

poisoned in Europe, threatened, families held as hostage, threats, intimidation, passive 

aggression/actual aggressive - smug laughter and complicit behaviour and support, constant abuse 

and delusions of “society” - men in expensive suits with neat haircuts - women parading “heroic 

victim status” and victim medals - wheels spinning faster - bullshit flying faster and further. 

Idiots in politics and around the world thinking it is just an aberration, just a few bad apples, not a 

widespread breakdown, corruption is under (our) control,  we have the “right” amount of lies and 

corruption, women/blacks/trans/etc are not hysterical violent mobs - they are victims, groupthink is 

good, who needs humanity when you have victims to focus on? SO WHAT if we are constantly fully 

biased, incoherent, lie all the time and demonize and abuse people. SO WHAT if we change laws to 
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keep the mobs happy and destroy humanity? SO WHAT - if we keep handing your money to 

whinging mobs and professional certainty and virtue bullshitters? Ad Hominem and Reducto Ad 

Absurdum was an instruction manual wasn’t it? Not a warning but a detailed instruction on how to 

debate?? 1984 was also an instruction book - not a warning. We know how to read! What do you 

think we are? -  stupid apes? I have 6 degrees from the ANU in feminism - all my published research 

is valid and if you disagree I will get the High Court to cancel you and make you a pauper. I will RID 

the world of alternative ideas, debate and research, burning books as I go. The only reason you do 

not understand it is because you are a hater of women. “Kill all Men” says the ABC and all the 

women in universities, schools, courts, politics and the public services - and give us moré money 

while you do it. 

Don’t exaggerate! You are full of hubris and fullsome hyper-bole says John and Julia. I will tell what 

to focus on and when - social justice and my individual Virtue, says Julia - the certain good has finally 

been found. I will tell you what makes logical sense say the politicians and their advisors. 

A Wasteland - in every sense of the word. Bereft of an “idea” or desire for humanity or intelligent 

debate - just constant abuse and smuglifuntism. Dante wasn’t even close. 

The Haunting Idea 
I ate too much chocolate and dairy last night so my sleep was disturbed by my sinus problems and 

breathing difficulties. I was in and out of various dream states all night. I have noticed this more as I 

read and develop my mind I can recall dreams and be in various half awake half asleep states with 

some kind of connectivity and exploration. The dreams I had last night were connected to fear - I 

could feel the fear and would rouse and wake to clear my breathing and then try to go back to sleep. 

I had watched earlier in the evening the Youtube interview by Jordan Peterson 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kxMj_u5fQH4 Enhanced Interrogation Techniques | 

Mohamedou Ould Slahi | The JBP Podcast - S4: E:49 172,585 views Oct 5, 2021 - where Mohamedou 

explained the torture and abuse techniques used by police and armies in several countries - 

including Canada, USA and authorized, approved and encouraged by John Howard and Alexander 

Downer. This was an horrific account and aligned with Nanking and Nazis “Banality Of Evil’ - how 

easy it is for societies to become violent, brutal and throw out all laws and humanity. The same we 

see with Feminists, binary extremists and the current psychopaths around the world. They too 

doubled down on the abuse and lies after he was released and the abuse continued by legal, media 

and other processes. They same as we see in the A.C.T. Magistrates court and public services, 

politicians, A.B.C. etc. The same way Downer (supported by this colleagues and the media) abused 

Hicks after he was released. 

My dreams were intense fear but unspecific (I was exploring them) - there was emotion in play 

when all of a sudden I posed some kind of question. I am still deep in the dream state. This question 

was not even put into words but it may have been something like “what does all this mean?” 

Something like - why am I having such a strong reaction? 

As soon as that idea was posed - the “fear” or “reaction” went to another place. It was like it was 

moved from the fear dimension into some kind of abstracted space and stored - like in a memory 

location. It felt like my brain had made a specific space where this fear object could be examined and 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kxMj_u5fQH4
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explored more easily. All this happened very quickly and there was a feeling of relief but also and “ah 

ha” moment a kind of awakening. I was immediately aware of the new object and two quick 

connections attached themselves to it - “ghosts” and “haunting”. My rational brain validated those 

two early connections very quickly. This was all done very quickly and I awoke slowly to examine the 

process trying to keep the fear object in view as well. Keeping the feeling of fear front of mind 

became more difficult as I awoke until it became a memory of the fear itself - which was a different 

record than the “haunting” object which was the abstraction out from the feeling of fear.  

I cannot find this fear feeling in my memory. I do not know what it was specifically. To put this in 

perspective - I have a fear of heights. All if have to do is imagine me standing on a house roof or the 

edge of a cliff I can immediately invoke the fear of heights but I cannot consciously re-evoke the fear 

in my dream. 

So I had several things going on. I clearly remember the moment the fear went from feelings into 

abstract thought. Then I had two things happening at the same time from then on - the creation and 

exploration of the abstract thought - the linking of further abstractions. But also too a memory of 

the sequence of events. 

 

So this Abstract idea manifested itself in memory and was immediately explored by hypothetically 

related ideas and potential links were examined. It was like it needed a sufficiently well connected 

home to reside in. So I can now recall the idea and its initial connections and where the idea came 

from and the memory of it’s creation. I have to be careful not to corrupt the memory of the event 

and redesign it in some kind of preferred way (Smart Professor/ Feminist victim/ Cogitative Bias) - I 

have to explore what happened as best I can. Now this might not seem much to you - or all so very 

obvious but there is something quite deep going on here - the creation of an idea - where do ideas 

come from how and why. Another related idea is being a various mind states - Awake and asleep 

and the inbetween. 

You will notice that I have essentially provided a model (above) for the Notice (I), Question (What) 

and Declaration (is) sequence, the observer effect,” I Think Therefore I Am”, etc. This was explored 

in many of my earlier documents (see my meta frames page and documents 

https://humanistman.com/home/frames/meta-frames/ ). The Observer notices some thing. I  

Explored this in 09 Humanism – Bad and Good https://humanistman.com/wp-

content/uploads/2019/04/09-Humanism-Bad-and-Good.pdf  - remember Bad Comes First! “Humans 

https://humanistman.com/home/frames/meta-frames/
https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/09-Humanism-Bad-and-Good.pdf
https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/09-Humanism-Bad-and-Good.pdf
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who claim to know what “Good” is better than anyone else does are ignorant of the complexity of 

life, need to see themselves as better than others or do not want to be exposed to the complexity 

of choice.” 

 

When did you first notice something? Can you remember?  
When did you first notice that you were noticing something? Can you 
remember? 
When did you notice recursion? Can you remember how you 
managed to deal with it? 

 

Now having put this thing in my memory and away from my cycles - it becomes a stored a linked 

thing. I can retrieve it and examine it some more and connect to new things that arise. This becomes 

an early manifestation of CHOICE. I can actively choose - using my cognitive self - my supervisor - my 

conscious awareness - to examine this stored object when (time) I determine. I can use it in 

conversation. I can let it sit for a time. I can ignore it. It might grow in connections as new things 

happen. It might become more important and emphasized over time. I can write about it. I can 

forget it, change it make up a whole new story, re-write it, turn it into a story worthy of Ovid. 

I am aware of the feeling of different brain cycles (states) and can usually recognize (I am spending a 

lot of time in high energy brain states lately) the shift of focus  between states -  Alpha, Beta, Theta , 

Delta https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/what-is-the-function-of-t-1997-12-22/ - although I 

would not have called them that - I know what they feel like. Anxious, Thinking, Meditating, 

Sleeping. There are many more states - heightened exploration and creativity - singing, running, 

doing , sex, playing and many others. (See Ned Herman and whole of brain model 

https://herrmann.com.au/ , https://thepeakperformancecenter.com/educational-

learning/learning/preferences/thebrain/hbdi/whole-brain-model/ ) Ned’s models are more about 

preferences and tendencies in organizational design. The basic idea is we all have differences in skills 

and tendencies. I am more concerned about the problems with binary thinking and cognitive 

development more generally. 

See Neuroscience Letters Volume 711, 15 October 2019, 134401 Coupling and Decoupling between 

Brain and Body Oscillations - Elie Rassia, Georg Dorffner, Walter Gruber, Manuel Schabusa, 

Wolfgang Klimesch, https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S030439401930504X  

These different cycles of activity within our brains - our different frequencies (from anxious to 

relaxed) - are different and many.  You will often hear people say “Let Time Pass”, “Time Heals All” - 

these ideas are related to moving from the highly anxious rapid oscillation cycle of fear and anxiety 

and through other states. 

These frequencies in various places vary - mostly in integer relationships (4,8,12) but, also too, the 

amplitude of the cycles vary as well - usually (but not always) in integer type relationships. So we 

monitor things up to 4 cycles and then connect the other parts as fear/anxiety ramps up and things 

need to be done - decisions need to be made. This fires up cycles of activity across the prefrontal 

cortex areas and through the layers of interconnections in the brain using more cycles and 

connections until some choice is made and the brain can ease down the cycles. The whole body gets 

https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/what-is-the-function-of-t-1997-12-22/
https://herrmann.com.au/
https://thepeakperformancecenter.com/educational-learning/learning/preferences/thebrain/hbdi/whole-brain-model/
https://thepeakperformancecenter.com/educational-learning/learning/preferences/thebrain/hbdi/whole-brain-model/
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S030439401930504X
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fired up with messages, chemicals and bodily changes happening all at once waiting for the next big 

message from the Fat controller. Mitochondria are flat out providing the energy for the cells. 

 

But there is more to it than that - there is a realization that if you monitor the interplay between the 

various cycles of activity you can find connections and patterns between the frequencies themselves 

which can be used to work on more difficult problems. The Idea of “sleeping on it” is allowing these 

cycles to intermingle and allow your observer higher brain function to notice when things are 

connecting. 

The amygdala and related lower brain areas are small and well connected to many things and seem 

to operate around 4 Hertz - this a major connection to other cyclic areas of the brain and the 4 Hertz 

cycle appears as an integer multiple in other areas of the brain and brain waves cycles - 4,8,12,35 

and also integer relationships in amplitude. But we also have deliberate out of phase interactions of 

various activities in the brain (non-linear) which represent and more explorative and chaotic 

exploration of information and connections. We can choose to be non-integer ratio based 

(Harmonics?) - may this allow exploration over longer cycles? 

An Aside: You will notice my bias of 5 being about limit of complexity (chaos, etc) - we see usually 

binary combinations of wave patterns at work. Notice that if you double 4 cycles you get 8. Add 4 to 

get 12, Double 8 is 16 , double 16 is 32 - so we get some “levels” within these changes which stop 

between 3 and 4 doubling of the starting level. 

 

So if the monitor functions of the brain can control (to some extent) the FOCUS or the amplitudes 

and frequency “choices” and the interplay then we can allow the weaving of complicated wave 

functions (disharmony) across areas of the brain to explore connections and generate more 

“knowledge” or options connected and  stored in memory. This is also recognized when people need 

to “settle down”, “go for a walk” or “give it a rest”  - “Sleep on it” 

For me this experience was not one of a pure change of brain wave state - although that may have 

been part of the picture. It seemed something more - something else. It may have been me noticing 

the lower level functions of my hippocampus in making some kind of question or choice. 
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The Idea of Haunting 
The Japanese manifest spirits and ghosts in places, objects and things (relics). They can be haunted 

(reminded) of these things on a regular basis. When they visited new places they will check the 

history of ghosts. The reminders. The haunting reminders - the motivations and ideas. Talisman, 

Beads, Habits, Objects. Binary certainty and Groupthink invades this - today’s Pagan is the next 

Tyrannical Empires certain good. I will tell you what to think and what to value in your heads! My 

Truth - My lived experience shouts the celebrity priestess surrounded by adorants. 

Volcanoes, mountains, rivers, weather, storms, lighting, thunder, earthquakes, tsunamis, floods,  

flowers, animals, trees, rocks, signs, mile stones, sky stones, season stones,  rock art,  things - what 

am I missing? 

Figurines, artifacts, temples, art - all reminders of the complex into manifested abstract form. 

Remember this! 

Alexander prayed to the god of Phobos (fear) as a deliberate act to a manifested object. He was 

praying in hope for possible futures - that he might make good choices. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phobos_(mythology) The Son of Man and Woman - 

Ares(Mars)/Aphrodite(Venus) - the product of life itself. Deimos (dread) was the brother of Fear 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Deimos_(deity) which turns the feelings of fear into choice and 

consequences - outcomes. 

This idea was step forward in human development. A Haunting Reminder. 

A Tentative Exploration of Justice 
Hannah Arendt’s Banality of Evil shows Adolf Eichmann with nothing there - no answer to his 

behavior. 

I have written to Andrew Leigh, Andrew Barr, Gordon Ramsay, Helen Watchirs (various women), 

ABC, Courts Politicians (all of the Senate and A.C.T. legislative Assembly) for many years now about 

how myself (specific and detailed case details and legislation) and my son (and many men around 

Australia) have been treated by government (schools, courts, universities, public services, police, 

media, etc - for decades) and asked “why”?  This simple question has been ignored and people have 

been publicly torn to shreds by the media and politicians for daring to ask “Why”. The Labour Party 

and the Greens have destroyed legislation, corrupted governments and public services for the cause 

of “women” demonized and abused men and doubled down for decades on their constant abuse. 

Why? They continue to de-humanize by ignoring me and failing to do their public service jobs by 

dealing with the valid issues I raise. They are fully corrupt and double down on their corruption. 

The Labour party and the Greens for many decades now have ensured any enquiry into the question 

of family law or human rights is dominated and controlled by feminists and women and that men are 

excluded, demonized, abused and ignored. Why? 

Many elites have laughed, danced, masturbated on politician’s desks and shrieked with joy as they 

danced on the graves of people they abuse - all they while claiming “we are the real victims here” - 

Why? 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phobos_(mythology)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Deimos_(deity)
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Politicians have virtuously given money to themselves and their in-group from the public purse and 

wallowed like smug pigs in their corruption. Why? 

Now, what I would not do (as a rush to judgement) is - raise a Mob of feminists, man-haters and 

binary certaintists to storm parliament and “demand Mob Justice” or like the ABC, run constant mob 

vigilante media campaigns controlled by Ita and David Anderson - I would do something else. 

I would not declare them guilty without a trial or even having been made aware of the charges - like 

Registrar Edwards did three times to me nor would I instruct the court staff to procedurally abuse 

them (like the A.C.T. Magistrates (Walker, Boss, Cook and the others) and their staff did to me) - no - 

I would treat them with the utmost respect and give them plenty of time and support to work on 

their answer to the question. Eichmann struggled of course because there was nothing there - 

Hannah calls it “Banality” but I am not so sure. 

Why? 

Take your time - explain your selves. 

Maybe your children can learn from you. 

Salt and Preserving Food, Metals - Trade - technology transfer 
Lots of historical salt mines across the world - not just the metal age (iron, bronze, etc). Salt was 

worth its weight in Gold. Curing animal hides, preserving food (fish, meat), Alchemy? 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_salt So  we have human cycles of Water (H2O), Salt cycles 

(NaCl ions), Air (N, O, Ar…. CO2), Fertilizer (Bullshit) 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/chemistry/superphosphate Phosphorus, Calcium, Nitrogen, 

Sulpher and more. Humans use many different elements in their bodies in cycles - e.g. Carbon, 

Potassium, Magnesium, Zinc, Iodine, Flourine, Silicon, Gold, etc. Things move around. 

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s10533-009-9306-z  Open Access  Published: 18 March 

2009 The human carbon budget: an estimate of the spatial distribution of metabolic carbon 

consumption and release in the United States Tristram O. West, Gregg Marland, Nagendra Singh, 

Budhendra L. Bhaduri & Adam B. Roddy  Biogeochemistry volume 94, pages 29–41 (2009) ..” Almost 

all carbon in the body is found in fat, protein, and glycogen, with smaller amounts of carbon in bone 

mineral and lipids (Heymsfield et al. 1996)” 

Precious stones, Different things from far away, Gold, Silver - the Plunder moved from conquered 

city to the next plundered city in cycles. Baubles, Bangles and Beads, Jinga Linga (Kismet) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YcNAnQWqGQo Who knew they really needed some 

Frankincense from Oman and they needed to pay a lot of money for it? 

Words, documents - values changed.  How was an idea of bridge or stonework valued or exchanged? 

Did education cost money - How to do things? Good educators were respected, rewarded and paid. 

Value was invested in ideas - objects became “relics” - not a Talisman or general god form - THE ONE 

AND ONLY special god form object. Specialness kept developing - by the enjoyment and for the 

profit of the Pharisees, scribes and sycophants. Specialness developed into big business. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_salt
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/chemistry/superphosphate
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s10533-009-9306-z
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YcNAnQWqGQo
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Escaping the Binary with Jacob’s Ladder and Lightning 
A Positive Charge separated from and Binary opposite charge generates tension in the real world as 

charge builds - a constant fight between who is more negative or who is more positive. Lightning is 

the same thing - the build up of tensions and release - the spark of chaos - Prometheus. The path is 

chaotic and not a fixed third point - we call that fixed point - wiring - the binary certain path 

(transfinetly). 

We enjoy staring at fires. Chaos and our escape from fixed choice boundaries.  

Hemmed in by binary choice or no choice at all is not humanity. 

Decaying Temples of Certainty 
Temples all over the world from different time periods. More than 2000 years of Temples to 

certainty and nuanced certainties. Americas, Asia, mountains, caves, rivers. Rocks strewn and re-

used in new buildings. Temples everywhere in every time. They don’t last long and they get dressed 

up in purple and expensive gold maintained by tyrants and psychopaths. A kind of school of 

psychopathy. As soon as the next earthquake, meteor, etc randomly turns up - certainty gets a bit of 

a hammering. People lose faith in certainty and try something else instead. Some try different 

flavours of certainty. 

Explore my map 

https://www.google.com/maps/d/viewer?mid=1dlgz_4B5_uqCAHD4SoJKGaPgRW69WByi&ll=23.542

274164902647%2C0&z=2  

Feminist Collectives 
Women forgive women everything - especially their occasional psychopathy - because they all know 

how they behave (hysteria, psychopathy, lies, revenge, violence, etc). Women are forgiven for lying. 

Women are forgiven for crimes. Women band together to support women no matter what their 

crimes (unless the women is a Liberal or an individual thinker). Labour party women and weak 

minded men make laws so women can always be permanently forgiven. Courts forgive women and 

demonize men. Media - especially ABC and Guardian always forgive women and demonize and 

attack those who dare to suggest women are not only as bad as men BUT WORSE. Imagine that - full 

on constant bigotry of groupthink and demonization but it is turned the other way - imagine the 

outrage. All of a sudden smug idiots, feminists, women (on average (wage)), weak minded men 

would say - “enough of the groupthink and bigotry”. Or would they say - Let us get an “Office of 

Men” and an “Office of Sentient Pets” and an “Office of Blacks” and an “Office of Greens” and fight 

over funding. 

Women form naturally into mobs - being higher on the “agreeableness” big 5. They also prefer to 

not make a choice in-case (might happen - anxiety) their agreeableness is upset by making a wrong 

choice (they cannot accept responsibility or accountability). The passive aggressive women laying 

naked on the bed, leaving their options open to say “You forced me to have sex” - I had no choice, I 

was coerced, he forced me to have children, get my boobs done, etc. He controlled me. 

https://www.google.com/maps/d/viewer?mid=1dlgz_4B5_uqCAHD4SoJKGaPgRW69WByi&ll=23.542274164902647%2C0&z=2
https://www.google.com/maps/d/viewer?mid=1dlgz_4B5_uqCAHD4SoJKGaPgRW69WByi&ll=23.542274164902647%2C0&z=2
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Don’t upset my permanent resentment/victim narrative with the truth. My delusions are not only a 

sunk-cost investment but my cave of binary certainty. 

Women gather around women in courts and media to support the passive aggressive victim 

narrative of women who make no choice other than post-hoc victim/hero. 

The Occasional Tyrant and Psychopaths 
Psychopaths exist - they have been promoted to senior positions everywhere. Their tyranny is in 

obvious display yet people remain silent. The media supports lies and corruption worldwide. USA 

has an old man who can barely speak or form a sentence which makes any sense - even worse than 

my ramblings and rants - yet the delusion of competence and integrity is maintained by the media 

and public service. Nothing to see here. The tyrant has nothing to show - nothing to observe - 

nothing to learn. Look over here instead. Look at the “great cause” then you won’t see my tyranny. I 

am not lying so much as just point you in the right direction. I’m helping you focus of the “right” 

things and keeping you safe. Follow the pretty lights of distraction. Nothing to see here - look over 

here instead. We do not debate anything - I already run the place why should I listen to anyone - WE 

are in charge here - you are not even in my electorate and even if you were I don’t like you - you are 

the “others”. 

A new dream of Anxiety 
My dreams are interesting to me at the moment. Neil Diamond Hot August night and all the songs 

over and over and then Sweet Caroline over and over in my dream state until right on the start of 

one of the many Bump, Bump Bah’s - the most predictable of all music ( I think he wrote everything 

using major chords E,A,D with an odd C or F)  - anxiety arose. I grabbed it quickly to try to find what 

it was - it took some time as I was waking up but it was confusing and complex. There was the 

anticipation idea - what comes next in the sequence but then was a dread, a fear of this certainty, 

Not because the certainty contained a finality of something that existed within it - it was more 

nuanced and vague. The idea of certainty - it wasn’t the final destination - it was the predictable 

path. The path always goes like that - this brought a strong feeling of instant anxiety which I was 

able to identify and describe here in the morning some hours after the dream. Fear of the 

predictable path - not because of the fearful destination - but of the path itself. Choice. 

But I do this naturally, I naturally “rebel” in shops where all the products are placed in places 

designed to make you follow the advertiser’s route. The Rat’s Maze. The TV “reality shows” the 

predictable manipulation and emotional games of Media and Psychopaths. 

I walk the back streets of world cities. The street in Dubrovnik that slowly narrows to a pinch point 

were the raiders can be destroyed. 

Building Totalitarianism 
Progressive slowly boiling the Frog - this is the way we have always done it. More temples to our 

entrenched certainty. More control - eliminate change and “dissent” Less freedoms more 

Authoritarianism - more instant judgment. More groupthink - the “others”.  All that is left is us and 

our certain dogma - nothing else. 
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How Do Civilizations Fail? 
They are just words. If you get upset then that’s a good thing. If that volcano and tsunami poses a 

difficult question then GOOD. If a stranger invokes fear and possible inquiry - then take it on. If a 

comedian takes you out of yourself and ask questions THEN GOOD. They are just words and without 

them - things get a WHOLE LOT MORE VIOLENT MORE QUICKLY. 

 

The petulant child hates debate. Just do! So we see the politicians around the country filling 

themselves with virtue using everyone else’s money - silencing - cancelling debate, mandated 

justice, on the certain path to sustainability - the binary certain utopia. Maybe they did debate and 

learn once but then forgot and became Fat, Dumb and Lazy in their complacent (safe) “just” world. 

The Psychopath acts with malice, virtue and sheer bloody mindedness - it does not matter - they do 

whatever they feel like to anyone - change laws, order police to shoot people, threaten, cajole, 

bribes, nepotism, etc. 

The sociopath will “change the world” - no debate required - progressively gathering more 

sociopaths and sentient pet psychopaths around them. Killing any opposition to their virtuous 

visions of utopia. Making up statistics at the ANU. Liars and bullshitters. 

Andrew Barr makes laws about drugs because he thinks drugs should be available to anyone - the 

drug trade is important! (a crusade of certain justice) Andrew Leigh pokes his head up to announce 

that the A.C.T should be able to make certain dogma on death (Euthanasia). 

Now the thing smuglifunts fail to notice is the idea of focus and proportionality. What to focus on 

and what are the right levels? So - should a local school be able to make laws about Euthanasia? 

What about a town council? Or a City Councils? Brisbane city is large enough isn’t it? At what level 

should things be done within nations do you think? Who needs laws at all when certain righteous 

causes and justice is so easily implemented in schools? Tyranny is Ok sometimes. You need to 

RESPECT MY AUTHORITY! I am doing this for your OWN GOOD and to SAVE THE PLANET says the 

grand poo-bah tyrant (bullshit I say). 

A problem is with Andrew Leigh and Andrew Barr in particular (although it applies to many 

politicians and all the feminists, women on average and weak minded men) is they are narcissists 

focused on their own virtue and their own agenda. They really do not debate or learn anything and 

are driven by the idea that they themselves are “popular” or working for certain “just” causes. They 

have no idea of how ignorant they really are. They surround themselves with sentient creatures who 
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grunt affirmation to their psychopathy. They do not answer questions and abuse and ignore those 

who DARE TO ASK. 

The tyrant is Popular and Just. He considers herself popular if no-one has killed them yet - a kind of 

low Barr.  Justice spews from the tyrant’s mouth in every pontification - tyrants speaks the very 

language of justice. This is why convicting men and making orders against them without a trial or a 

right to have those orders overturned is “justice” to Barr. His word is the law. And the sycophants 

are rewarded for their contribution to the ongoing corruption. The “White Ribbon” cause is great! 

The politicians around the place look very similar. You have these smug, self-congratulatory, 

masturbatery, virtue signaling abusers all round the country - big noting themselves in a constant 

delusion they want everyone else to join in with. Large businesses are saving the world with your 

money. Banks, Finance companies, superannuation funds, Grocery stores (donate your change for 

the cause) - you name it - all their virtue (your money) to make the world more certainly sustainable 

and “just”. The ABC leads the way in justice and sustainability - it is far easier to do that than learn 

anything or do journalism. Organizations become infested with sociopathy and promote 

psychopaths to higher positions because of their psychopathic skills. Debate is stifled so individuals 

do not learn - responsibility, accountability is gone - outsourced to the legal scum - the courts, 

lawyers, lawmakers - grifting as much money from society as they can. In emergency (2 years and 

still going) “pandemics” masks are mandated for everyone except politicians, legal scum and public 

servants. Choice is for the elites. “Emergency” laws stay in place for ever and become more 

Authoritarian and Totalitarian. More emergency laws are made permanently while under 

EMRGENCY law. The Tyrant grows and grows in idiotology and self-possession gathering similar 

minded corrupters around them and handing over everyone’s money. 

The tyrannical psychopaths in power virtue signaling their corruption, lies and bullshit in an abusive 

and violent way on a population stripped of their resources so it can be handed to the elites, 

sycophants and mercenaries who facilitate the tyrannical power. Give the police a pay rise. More 

power, laws, rules and money for finding “dissidents”. 

Governments announcing money being spent on great “causes”, women, in-groups and friends 

based on bribes, influence, corruption and promises of other work when out of government. Isn’t 

about time we had an ex- politician appointed to highly paid government job or somewhere where 

they have made “friends” with your money? 

Nothing is done because it is necessary, balanced, well-considered, proportional, planned, or at least 

part of general direction or idea, etc - it is because of an urgent (emergency/crisis) need and/or a 

just cause (world peace, “equality” or vague “virtue”). Everything is binary urgent/timely and the 

rest is only “infrastructure” - Office of Women is “infrastructure” - nothing to see here. For binaries 

there is nothing between urgent and certain cause. 

Emergencies are celebrated and encouraged - not as bad planning - but an opportunity for the 

profiteers, plunderers, corrupt, power mongers to extort power and money from everyone. 

There is no plan or even the idea of a general direction. Politicians plan for is their own re-election. 

Public servants plan is for their own advancement and retirement. Labour loses elections and blames 

voters for not understanding and agreeing with them. The voters are stupid it seems to them. So 
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then they turn to bribes and corruption - promises, secret deals. This is why police states have many 

police - they can extort money from residents for keeping them and their businesses “safe”. 

Who needs to invade Australia? It does not exist as a nation - there is nothing to invade. 

States do what they like and split further apart based on their VARIATIONS OF TYRANNICAL 

PSYCHOPATHY. Pumped up Elites and self-possessed pig-ignorant power mad companies plan 

international operations, take-overs and nation controlling ventures for their own profits and 

“causes”. 

Where is this nation?  What is it anyway? Hasn’t it already gone?  

40% is claimed by “First Nations” - most politicians are handing land and rights to black and 

pretending blacks. The ABC announces (dictated by policy made by virtue signaling corrupters 

entrenched at the ABC) that the land belongs to aboriginal tribes every day with every statement 

they make “coming from aboriginal country”. Chinese have already taken ownership of much of the 

poorer world as people sell everything off - Darwin Ports, Land everywhere, mines, etc. Why start a 

new war when the current one is working so well? Simple invasion would require a negotiation with 

a town council, university, school, local council, state, territory, tribal elder somewhere with some 

more Pokie money and money for Andrew Barr’s legalized drugs. Maybe it is revenge for the Opium 

wars? 

City/States collapse all the time - for many reasons. Don’t think it is because of famine, disaster or 

war.  Read John Bar Penkaye (a whistleblower) below. It is worth reading his whole work. See 

https://www.tertullian.org/fathers/  

Recent Investigations 
Geography, Geology, History, Volcanism - Plate tectonics, Archeology, Anthropology, Cartography, 

Chemistry, Physics, Linguistics, Trade, Value, Sociology, Politics, Law, English, ”critical” critical 

thinking,  

Recent People 
Solon (-630 to -560) (Born:Athens) (Rank:40) :Keyword(Philosophy, Law, Poetry) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solon  

https://penelope.uchicago.edu/Thayer/e/roman/texts/plutarch/lives/solon*.html  

Vlad the Impaler (Vlad Dracula Dracula) (1428 to 1476) (Born:Sighișoara) (Rank:80) 

:Keyword(Politics, King) https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vlad_the_Impaler  

Pliny The Elder (Gaius Plinius Secundus ) (23 to 79) (Born:Como) (Rank:10) :Keyword(Naturalist, 

Historian) https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pliny_the_Elder  https://topostext.org/people/10945  

Recent Documents 

John Bar Penkaye - https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_bar_Penkaye Ktâbâ d-rêš mellê or Summary 

history of the world 

https://www.tertullian.org/fathers/john_bar_penkaye_history_15_trans.htm#Book14 “In the 

same way as we recounted earlier the deeds of the brave  when we deserved praise, we should 

https://www.tertullian.org/fathers/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solon
https://penelope.uchicago.edu/Thayer/e/roman/texts/plutarch/lives/solon*.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vlad_the_Impaler
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pliny_the_Elder
https://topostext.org/people/10945
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expose our weakness without concealment: because the Scripture says: "Cursed is he who calls good 

evil and evil good." 16 This period of calm was to us the cause of so much weakness, that there 

happened to us what happened to the Israelites, of whom it is said: "Israel has grown fat and lazy, 

he has become fat and wealthy, he has abandoned the God who made him, and despised the 

strong one that saved him." 17  The westerners, it is true, clung tightly to their sacrilegious (faith), 

but we who believe we adhere to the true faith, we were so far from the works of Christians, that if 

one of the former had risen and had seen us, he would have had been dizzy and said: "this is not the 

faith in which I died." 

So I am forced to reveal everything, so that we know that everything that happened to us, happened 

to us justly, and that we were punished according to the measure of our deeds and our merits. 18 The 

bishops have forgotten the command: "preach the word, get up with zeal, in season and out of 

season, keep trying, in all patience and doctrine."  Instead of all this, they did the opposite: they 

dictated orders and shouting loudly as archons, and sent the terror of their voices to their subjects, 

like animals without reason. They drew their strength and power not from Christ, but from the civil 

courts, involved themselves in public affairs and uncanonical quarrels. They tried very much to 

show themselves ministers of Christ by pride more than by humility.  They have many people running 

before and behind them.  They receive ovations on horseback and mules, like hyparchs. One mocks 

another, and a perpetual confusion reigns among them. They judge harshly and punish severely.  

They teach not in order to edify, but to glory in twisted words and affected speech, and they always 

breathe severity. Even in their letters they speak like proud men.  Look at those who are set at our 

head.” 

The geography of Strabo (Rank:60) :Author(Strabo) :Year(23) Age(86) :Keyword(Group Humanism 

Philosophy, History, Geography) 

https://penelope.uchicago.edu/Thayer/E/Roman/Texts/Strabo/home.html  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Strabo  

19 In the first place, I remark that the poets were not alone in sanctioning myths, for long before the 

poets the states and the lawgivers had sanctioned them as a useful expedient, since they had an 

insight into the natural affections of the reasoning animal; for man is eager to learn, and his 

fondness for tales is a prelude to this quality. It is fondness for tales, then, that induces children to 

give their attention to narratives and more and more to take part in them. The reason for this is that 

myth is a new language to them — a language that tells them, not of things as they are, but of a 

different set of things. And what is new is pleasing, and so is what one did not know before; and it is 

just this that makes men eager to  p69 learn. But if you add thereto the marvellous and the 

portentous, you thereby increase the pleasure, and pleasure acts as a charm to incite to learning. At 

the beginning we must needs make use of such bait for children, but as the child advances in years 

we must guide him to the knowledge of facts, when once his intelligence has become strong and no 

longer needs to be coaxed. Now every illiterate and uneducated man is, in a sense, a child, and, like a 

child, he is fond of stories; and for that matter, so is the half-educated man, for his reasoning faculty 

has not been fully developed, and, besides, the mental habits of his childhood persist in him. Now 

since the portentous is not only pleasing, but fear-inspiring as well, we can employ both kinds of 

myth for children, and for grown-up people too. In the case of children we employ the pleasing myths 

to spur them on, and the fear-inspiring myths to deter them; for instance, Lamia52 is a myth, and so 

are the Gorgon, and Ephialtes,53 and Mormolyce.54 Most of those who live in the cities are incited to 

https://penelope.uchicago.edu/Thayer/E/Roman/Texts/Strabo/home.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Strabo
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emulation by the myths that are pleasing, when they hear the poets narrate mythical deeds of 

heroism, such as the Labours of Heracles or Theseus, or hear of honours bestowed by gods, or, 

indeed, when they see paintings or primitive images or works of sculpture which suggest any similar 

happy issue of fortune in mythology; but they are deterred from evil courses when, either through 

descriptions or through typical representations of objects unseen, they learn of divine punishments, 

terrors, and threats — or even  p71 when they merely believe that men have met with such 

experiences. For in dealing with a crowd of women, at least, or with any promiscuous mob, a 

philosopher cannot influence them by reason or exhort them to reverence, piety and faith; nay, there 

is need of religious fear also, and this cannot be aroused without myths and marvels. For 

thunderbolt, aegis, trident, torches, snakes, thyrsus-lances, — arms of the gods — are myths, and so 

is the entire ancient theology. But the founders of states gave their sanction to these things as 

bugbears wherewith to scare the simple-minded. 

20 Now since this is the nature of mythology, and since it has come to have its place in the social and 

civil scheme of life as well as in the history of actual facts, the ancients clung to their system of 

education for children and applied it up to the age of maturity; and by means of poetry they believed 

that they could satisfactorily discipline every period of life. But now, after a long time, the writing of 

history and the present-day philosophy have come to the front. Philosophy, however, is for the few, 

whereas poetry is more useful to the people at large and can draw full houses — and this is 

exceptionally true of the poetry of Homer. And the early historians and physicists were also writers of 

myths. 

9 Now inasmuch as Homer referred his myths to the province of education, he was wont to pay 

considerable attention to the truth. "And he mingled therein" a false element also, giving his sanction 

to the truth, but using the false to win the favour of the populace and to out-general the masses.  

p73 "And as when some skilful man overlays gold upon silver," just so was Homer wont to add a 

mythical element to actual occurrences, thus giving flavour and adornment to his style; but he has 

the same end in view as the historian or the person who narrates facts. So, for instance, he took the 

Trojan war, an historical fact, and decked it out with his myths; and he did the same in the case of 

the wanderings of Odysseus; but to hang an empty story of marvels on something wholly untrue is 

not Homer's way of doing things. For it occurs to us at once, doubtless, that a man will lie more 

plausibly if he will mix in some actual truth, just as Polybius says, when he is discussing the 

wanderings of Odysseus. This is what Homer himself means when he says of Odysseus: "So he told 

many lies in the likeness of truth;" for Homer does not say "all" but "many" lies; since otherwise they 

would not have been "in the likeness of truth." Accordingly, he took the foundations of his stories 

from history. For instance, history says that Aeolus was once king over the islands about Lipara, and 

that the Cyclopes and the Laestrygonians, inhospitable peoples, were lords over the region about 

Aetna and Leontine; and that for this reason the region about the Strait might not be visited by men 

of that time, and that Charybdis and the Rock of Scylla were infested by brigands. And from history 

we learn that the rest of the peoples mentioned by Homer lived in other parts of the world. And, too, 

it was on the basis of Homer's actual knowledge that the Cimmerians lived  p75 about the Cimmerian 

Bosporus, a gloomy country in the north, that he transferred them, quite appropriately, to a certain 

gloomy region in the neighbourhood of Hades — a region that suited the purpose of his mythology in 

telling of the wanderings of Odysseus. The writers of chronicles make it plain that Homer knew the 

Cimmerians, in that they fix the date of the invasion of the Cimmerians either a short time before 

Homer, or else in Homer's own time. 
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https://penelope.uchicago.edu/Thayer/E/Roman/Texts/Strabo/2E2*.html  

“Take the case of the Greeks: though occupying mountains and rocks, they used to live happily, 

because they took forethought for good government, for the arts, and in general for the science of 

living. The Romans, too, took over many nations that were naturally savage owing to the regions 

they inhabited, because those regions were either rocky or without harbours or cold or for some 

other reason ill-suited to habitation by many, and thus not only brought into communication with 

each other peoples who had been isolated, but also taught the more savage how to live under forms 

of government. But all of Europe that is level and has a temperate climate has nature to coöperate 

with her toward these results; for while in a country that is blessed by nature everything tends to 

peace, in a disagreeable country everything tends to make men warlike and courageous; and so both 

kinds of country receive benefits from each other, for the latter helps with arms, the former with 

products of the soil, with arts, and with character-building. But the harm that they receive from each 

other, if they are not mutually helpful, is also apparent; and the might of those who are accustomed 

to carry arms will have some advantage unless it be controlled by the majority. However, this 

continent has a natural advantage to meet this condition also; for the whole of it is diversified with 

plains and mountains, so that throughout its entire extent the agricultural and civilised element 

dwells side by side with the warlike element; but of the two elements the one that is peace-loving is 

more numerous and therefore keeps control over the whole body; and the leading  p489 nations, too 

— formerly the Greeks and later the Macedonians and the Romans — have taken hold and helped. 

And for this reason Europe is most independent of other countries as regards both peace and war; for 

the warlike population which she possesses is abundant and also that which tills her soils and 

holds her cities secure. She excels also in this respect, that she produces the fruits that are best and 

that are necessary for life, and all the useful metals, while she imports from abroad spices and 

precious stones — things that make the life of persons who have only a scarcity of them fully as 

happy as that of persons who have them in abundance. So, also, Europe offers an abundance of 

various kinds of cattle, but a scarcity of wild animals. Such, in a general way, is the nature of this 

continent.” 

The Constitution Of The Athenians :Author(Aristotle) :Year(-325) Age(59) :Keyword(Group 

Humanism Politics, Law) https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Constitution_of_the_Athenians_(Aristotle)  

http://classics.mit.edu/Aristotle/athenian_const.1.1.html  https://www.bl.uk/collection-items/the-

constitution-of-the-athenians  

Plutarch, The Parallel Lives - The Life of Solon 

https://penelope.uchicago.edu/Thayer/e/roman/texts/plutarch/lives/solon*.html  

“5 1 In particular we are told of private intercourse between Solon and Anacharsis, and between 

Solon and Thales, of which the following accounts are given.8 Anacharsis came to Athens, knocked at 

Solon's door, and said that he was a stranger who had come to make ties of friendship and 

hospitality with him. On Solon's replying that it was better to make one's friendships at home, "Well 

then," said Anacharsis, "do thou, who art at home, make me thy friend and guest." 2 So Solon, 

admiring the man's ready wit, received him graciously and kept him with him some time. This was 

when he was already engaged in public affairs and compiling his laws. 

81 Anacharsis, accordingly, on learning what Solon was about, laughed at him for thinking that he 

could check the injustice and rapacity of the citizens by written laws, which were just like spiders' 

https://penelope.uchicago.edu/Thayer/E/Roman/Texts/Strabo/2E2*.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Constitution_of_the_Athenians_(Aristotle)
http://classics.mit.edu/Aristotle/athenian_const.1.1.html
https://www.bl.uk/collection-items/the-constitution-of-the-athenians
https://www.bl.uk/collection-items/the-constitution-of-the-athenians
https://penelope.uchicago.edu/Thayer/e/roman/texts/plutarch/lives/solon*.html
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webs; they would hold the weak and delicate who might be caught in their meshes, but would be 

torn in pieces by the rich and powerful. 3 To this Solon is said to have answered that men keep their 

agreements with each other when neither party profits by  p417 the breaking of them, and he was 

adapting his laws to the citizens in such a manner as to make it clear to all that the practice of 

justice was more advantageous than the transgression of the laws. But the results justified the 

conjecture of Anacharsis rather than the hopes of Solon. It was Anacharsis, too, who said, after 

attending a session of the assembly, that he was amazed to find that among the Greeks,a the wise 

men pleaded causes, but the fools decided them.” 

The Constitution Of The Athenians :Author(Aristotle) :Year(-325) Age(59) :Keyword(Group 

Humanism Politics, Law) https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Constitution_of_the_Athenians_(Aristotle)  

http://classics.mit.edu/Aristotle/athenian_const.1.1.html  https://www.bl.uk/collection-items/the-

constitution-of-the-athenians  

Natural History (Rank:20) :Author(Pliny The Elder) :Year(79) Age(56) :Keyword(Group Humanism 

Geography, Humanism, History) https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pliny_the_Elder  

https://penelope.uchicago.edu/Thayer/e/roman/texts/pliny_the_elder/home.html  

https://www.gutenberg.org/files/57493/57493-h/57493-h.htm  

Data  Sources 
I am becoming interested in volcanoes and their influence on human development. They seem to 

provide sufficient life threatening tension - posing significant questions and invention - to come to 

terms with. This necessary tension seems to spark something in humans. There are recent volcano 

databases being developed in a number of places. I am attempting to integrate the information into 

my database to do further analysis and generate google maps type KML to further my human 

investigations. 

I do data matching and analysis. Data integration is not easy and beings able to do this at multiple 

layers of abstraction (on a continuum) while understanding and exploring sufficient detail - is a skill. 

Like a search/explore algorithm of everything AND intelligently expanding explorations and 

abstractions as required. Sufficiently certain dogma balanced with suitably vague uncertainty. 

 

 Global Volcanism Program, Smithsonian Institution https://volcano.si.edu/volcano.cfm?vn=223020 

Nyamulagira is a volcano on one database.  But on another database NOAA (a US Government 

website) (supposedly aligned Global Volcano Locations Database NCEI maintains a database of over 

1,500 volcano locations obtained from the Smithsonian Institution Global Volcanism Program, 

Volcanoes of the World publication. The database includes information on the volcano name, 

location, elevation, volcano type, date of the last known eruption, and the certainty of Holocene 

volcanism.) it is https://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/hazel/view/hazards/volcano/loc-

data?nameMatch=Nyamuragira Nyamuragira (spelling). This means that matching the data is 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Constitution_of_the_Athenians_(Aristotle)
http://classics.mit.edu/Aristotle/athenian_const.1.1.html
https://www.bl.uk/collection-items/the-constitution-of-the-athenians
https://www.bl.uk/collection-items/the-constitution-of-the-athenians
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pliny_the_Elder
https://penelope.uchicago.edu/Thayer/e/roman/texts/pliny_the_elder/home.html
https://www.gutenberg.org/files/57493/57493-h/57493-h.htm
https://volcano.si.edu/volcano.cfm?vn=223020
https://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/hazel/view/hazards/volcano/loc-data?nameMatch=Nyamuragira
https://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/hazel/view/hazards/volcano/loc-data?nameMatch=Nyamuragira
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difficult because each agency collecting data does not use the same identifiers or spend much effort 

on data integrity. It also may be a general competence issue (no-one is perfect) so when you 

investigate and match there are always problems. 

We  have https://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/hazel/view/hazards/volcano/loc-data?nameMatch=Piparo 

Piparo on NOAA but not in Smithsonian database. https://volcano.si.edu/search_volcano.cfm but 

on wiki it is a mud volcano https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Piparo. So it looks like NOAA decided to 

mark it as a “volcano” on its database independently of the Smithsonian database. 

We also have other databases like https://www2.bgs.ac.uk/vogripa/index.cfm Volcano Global Risk 

Identification and Analysis Project (VOGRIPA) which again is slightly different - so integrating 

information across many database is a skill and takes some effort to see the whole picture and 

identify the data matching issues. 

An Aside: I remember migrating the Tax Office data to a new system - the client register. I checked 

and doubled checked all the data - correct errors, standardized fields, did everything I could to 

reduce the errors and check that everything was as correct as possible and one of the senior 

managers was perplexed why I did so much work. I even printed a full statistical report called “Fully 

exposed” (no individual details). Databases rarely implement full referential integrity (think 

exceptions) so unique key relationships and other key information is often corrupted on the fly by 

programs and bad systems so over time the quality gets worse. Each migration is an opportunity to 

improve and explore. If you have not explored name address and other details of every individual on 

a continual basis examining patterns and problems in data then you may not know what I am talking 

about. 
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